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The VI Schedule of Reinforcement Program
This program will be used in operant behavior research
to monitor and record responses and trigger and record
reinforcements on a variable reinforcement (VI) schedule.
The original application of this program will be
the servicing of several rat cages simultaneously.
The response will be the pressing of a metal bar in
the cage, the reinforcement will be the triggering
of a feeding mechanism. which disperses a food pellet
into the cage.t The subsequent applications of this
program are not limited, in that the actual response
and reinforcement devices and the subject type are all
treated indifferently by the program.
During a session, all responses and reinforcements
are recorded. At the start of a session, a timer is
initialized with a time interval varying about a user
given mean and standard deviation under a Gaussian
distribution. When the time interval has elapsed, the
next response receives a reinforcement. At the same
time, the timer is reinitialized with another time
interval varying in the same manner as before. This
procedure is repeated until the end of the session.
During the session, if a given number of reinforcements
are reached, three things occur. They are: 1) reinforcemants
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are stopped, 2) responses are no longer counted, and
3) a lamp is lit indicating which unit reached its
maximum number of reinforcements.
The session can be terminated before the specified
time interval has elapsed by pressing the reset button
on the computer, whereupon the program can be restarted.
The program comes back up with the output table that
would have come up if the session had terminated normally.
The data accumulated is from the point the reset button
was pressed,
These procedures are performed for from one to eight
separate units independently and concurrently. Each
unit has its number of responses and number of reinforcements
stored separately. All units are serviced during a common
session--they cannot be serviced over different sessions,
starting and stopping at different times, with respect
to each other. Each unit has a user-supplied mean time
interval, standard deviation, and maximum number of
reinforcements associated with it.
The user of this program is to input the following
information before each session:
Item Range Units Precision
-Session length 1 to 255 minutes 1 minute
(optional, default
is 30 minutes)




--_ _ %FFk_619_%_ _0-S0 0 %#--4Precision
-Total number of
units to be serviced
during session.
(optional, default
is 4 units) I to 8 na
-Unit number with
which the following
items are to be
associated. 1 to above item
-Mean time interval 0 to 255 seconds
-Standard deviation 0 to 85 seconds
-Maximum number of
reinforcements






A unit to be used for continuous reinforcement (CRF)
need only to be assigned a mean time interval of zero.
A very large (in fact, 65,535) maximum number of reinforcements
allowed is obtained by assigning zero to that unit.
If the total-number-of-units item is to be specified,
(default is 4. units), it must be entered before any
other item. Otherwise, the items may come in any order.
A particular item may be changed by entering it again.
A session is started by entering an 'S', but only
after all items have been entered. At the end of each
-14.-
session, the following is printed out for each unit:
Item Range
Number of responses 0 to 65,535
Number of reinforcements 0 to 65,535
After this is printed, a message is printed, asking
if another session is to be run. If the user's reply
is affirmative, the inputting procedure is repeated.
If the user's reply is negative, control is transfered
to the monitor program.
The formats for inputting and outputting information
on the terminal are shown on an accompanying page. If
invalid characters or out of range values are entered
at the terminal, no explicit error message is printed
indicating the type of error committed. For all errors,
a question mark is printed, whereupon the user should
reenter the proper character(s), referring to the user
documentation first, if neccessary.
Data entered or generated for a particular session
is destroyed upon execution of another inputting phase
after the session is over.
The method for generating varying time intervals
involves retrieving random normally distributed values
from a large static table and adjusting them to the
t This table is created by the PL/I program NORNHEX.
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particular unit's dispersion.
This table contains unsigned integers from 0 to
255. The abscissa of the following graph is the value,
while the ordinate is the relative probability of the
value occuring.
0 255
The values do not comprise a Gaussian distribution
as they are. By assigning signs to the values randomly,
after retrieval, they take on a Gaussian distribution.
-550 Z55
The table is set up so that, if we were talking
about the eventual signed aspect that the values take
on, 255 (and likewise -255) occurs at three standard
deviations out from the mean of zero.
The user specifies the dispersion of the time intervals
for each unit before the session, by defining one standard
deviation out from the unit's mean of, for example,
50 seconds, to be so many seconds of, for example,
-6-
20 seconds.
The program retrieves a sample from the table, say 68,
and multiplies it by the 20 seconds. This product, in
this case 1360, is multiplied by three to give L080, then
divided by 256 to give 15 (the fraction is always
truncated.) The divisor should be 255, but since 256
is easier and faster to implement and execute and the
tintroduced error is small, speed is chosen over accuracy.
A sign is randomly assigned to the result, viz 15,
so that, for example, 15 is subtracted from the unit's
mean of 50 secondsgiving a time interval of 35 seconds.
Alternately, 15 could be added to 50 seconds giving
65 seconds. This final result is then placed in the
unit's timer.
If a final result is less than zero, zero is placed
in the unit's timer instead. If a final result is greater
than 255, 255 is placed in the unit's timer instead.
This effects the distribution of time intervals in the
following way:
0 P 55
The above distribution becomes the following:
(continued on next page)
tie. .39 percent error.
_7-
2X55
This distortion or "piling up" near zero and 255
increases as the user defined value of one standard
deviation increases and as the user defined mean becomes
very small or very large. As long as these two parameters
remain within reasonable, or rather practical, limits,
this distortion should be insignificant.
Iiore formally, the entire method is as follows:
Where :S sample- from the table
and where, for each unit, T = time interval
SD = user defined value for
1 standard deviation
VI = user defined mean
Calculate T= S * SD * 3 / 256
Truncate 'T
Randomly alternate:
a) Set T = VI + T
b) Set T=VI-T
If T < 0, set T = 0
If T ) 255, set T = 255
Then T has the time interval on the interval (0,255)
Starting from the bottom of the table, samples are
retrieved sequentially. After all samples have been
used, retrieval continues from the bottom of the table
again.
The samples aredistributed in the table randomly,
but since all unit's retrieve samples from the same
table and each unit performs its retrieval virtually
randomly with respect to the other units, the retrieval
process increases the table's inherent randomness.
This program is written in M6800 assembly language.
The hardware required for the operation of this program
include:
1) 16800-based computer system, such as the SWTPC
6800 computer system.
2) Computer terminal, such as the Decwriter hard
copy terminal or the Lear-Siegler ADM-3A CRT
terminal.
3) Electrical response and reinforcement devices,
such as those in a rat chamber.
4) Interface between the computer and the response/
reinforcement devices; custom built, most likely.
5) Electrical device supplying an interrupt signal
to the computer.tt
6) Indicators interfaced with the computer, such
as LEDs (light emitting diodes.)t1
Sec the paper: The Parallel Input/Output Board, by P. LongI See the paper: The Presettable Interrupt Frequency Generator/




An accompanying diagram illustrates the relationship
these components have to each other.
The device described in number 5, above, is the source
of the clock signal used by the program to measure
time. The clock signal is a 20 hz. time base.
The final version of the program may be placed in
ROM. (ROM stands for read-only-memory and is different
from most other memory devices in that it retains its
contents even after power is removed from it. It also
cannot be written over.) The program will, therefore,
not have to be loaded into the computer prior to using it.
The program will be tested by first manipulating
the response device. (metal bar) in one rat cage by hand
while the reinforcement device (feeder) is under control
of the program. When the program monitors and controls
this one rat cage as prescribed, the remaining cages will
be serviced with rats in all cages.
..10-
DIALOGUE SUIM4ARY
underlined characters mean you are to type them.
A means just 1 space.
A means any number of spaces (0 toc)).
(Note: Begin execution of VISORP at location 0600X.)
VISORP
(#.number-of-unitsA





(Note: To terminate VISORP early, press reset button




unit-number unit's responses unit's reinforcements
ANOTHER?areply IT
t X causes a jump to the computer systerris monitor.
tt/, or circumflex, restarts the entire inputting
phase; all previously entered parameters are neglected.
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program listing and output
prepared for






























RAISED WHEN REINMX = REINFS; 1 SIT / UNIT
AEtA O WHEN REINN E;BIT / UNIT
RAISED WENE A UN I ~NEEDS REI FOacTN "T IT / UNIT
RAISED WHEN INPUT LINE HAS BEEN COMPLETED; 1 BIB /
T RUE RE SPOT$EDATA FROM-NTRPVTO KPWf(~ -
USED IN A WAIT-FOR-INTERRUPT LOOP


























































DIVIDE INTERRUPT HZ. DOWN TO 1 HZ. FOR SESSION TIME
SESSION TIME; LENGTH OF SESSION IN MINUTES
USED TO DIVIDE THE 1 HZ. SIGNAL DOWN TO 1 MIN./SEC.
RESPONSES' REGENT HISTORY
TEMPORARY STORAGE IN RENCHK SR
USED IN OJTPUT SR
GENERAL VARIABLE
SAVE X REGISTER
PRINT SR USES~To SAVE THE BINARY DATA TO SE PRINTED
PRINT SR USES TO STORE RESULT OF CONY. TO BCO
X REG. GETS UNITS FROM HERE (ALWAYS 01
NUMBER OF UNITS TO BE SERVICED DURING SESSION
CONTAINS BIT POSITION OF 0 OF UNITS
INITIAL OFFSET TO BE USED FOR INTERV TABLE
CONTAINS UNITS' BIT(S) USED TO TRIGGER REINFORCEMNT
PART OF INT ERM
NOLDGO SR USES TO RECIEVE INPUT W/OUT LEADING ZEROS
MULTIPLICAND STORAGE FOR DEVIAT SR
MULTIPLIER STORAGE FOR DEVIAT SR
COUNTS I OF SHIFTS IN DEVIAT SR
TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR A IN DEVIAT & TPARANSRS-
ORG 0
* TABLES *
VI RMB 8 VI IN 1-BYTE / UNIT
SD RWO 6 STO. DEV IN 1-BYTE / UNIT
REINMX RMB 16 MAX. I OF REINFORCEMENTS ALLOWED; 2-BYTE / UNIT
RESPS RMB 16 1 OF RESPONSES IN 2-BYTE / UNIT
REINS -RMU--6- OF REINFORCEMENTS1~N 2-BYTE~ UNIT
CLOCK RB TIMING DATA; 1-BYTE / UNIT


























































TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR B IN DEVIAT SR
HOLDS BITS FOR RANDOM SIGN ASSIGNMENT IN DEVIATSR
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF UNIT 'S VI DURING DEVIAT SR
LEOFLG'S RECENT HISTORY








1*K MEMORY RESERVED FOR STATIC NUMERICAL RESOURCE USED










































































* PRINT SR USES TO CONVERT BINARY TO DECIMAL VIA TABLE LOOK-UP
TABLE FCB _0,$0, $1, $0, $0, $2,$0,$0, $4
FCB $0,$0,$8,$0,$0,$16,$0,$0,$32
FCB $0,$0,$64,$0,$1,$28,$0,$2,$56
FCB $0, $5,$12, $0,$10$,524,9$0,$20,S48
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PAGE 0005 VISORP VERSION 05.23.79
00097 * LOCATIONS IN MONITOR
Q099 A900 IQ EQU $AQQ0
00100 EOE ITE PDATAI EQU E071
00101 EOCC OUTS EQU $EOCC
00102 EOE3 MONITR EQU SEOE3
00103 E1AC INEEE EQU $E1AC
00104 D1I OUTEEE 1QU iEIW -
00106 * I/O PORT AD ESSES
-001 MAX VIw1IV!U IDS 4 SEEPW 0UT V
), 00109 8018 INRSPS EQU $8O$8 RAT CAGE INTERFACE INPUT
h 00110 801A OUTRNF EQU IVN4#PS+2 RAT CA$E OUTPUT
00112 0-YT0-_0JI I MEQU ' - V.0oW-----
00113 001E ST0FLT EQU 3 SESSION TIME 0EFAULT30. MINUTES
00114 0004 UOFLT EQU 4 8 OF UNITS DEFAULT: 4 UNITS
00115 0400 TBLSIZ EQU 1*K -NUMBER OF BYTE INAMPLFTAIOLE
00116 5200 FIRST2 EQ $5200 INITIAL VALUE TO BE STORED IN RNDSGN












































THIS CODE SEGMENT IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF CONTROL IN VISORP--THE MAJOR
COMPONENTS ARE CALLED FROM HERE. VISORP (VARIABLE INTERVAL SCHEDULE OP
REINFORCEMENT PROGRAM) IS TipE SOFTWARE IN A REAL-TIME COMPUTING SYSTEM USED
IN OPERANT BEHAVIOR RESEARCH TO EXECUTE A VI (VARIABLE INTERVAL) SCHEDULE
FOR UP TO EIGHT SUBJECTS, SIMULTANEOUSLY. IN THIS REGARD, THE SUBJECTS ARE IN
A TIME-SHARING ENVIRONMENT DUE TO THE HIGH SPEED OF THE COMPUTER AS IT POLLS
A SYSTEM OF FLAGS IN THE DSPTCH (DISPATCH) PART OF VISCRP AND ACTS
ACCORDINGLY. BEFOREEACH RUN, THE USER DEFINES DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THE
SESSION IN~T1E INPUT SR. WHEN T HE~SE$ION~ISOVER, THE TERMINAL PRINT$THE
RESULTS IN THE FORM OF HOW MANY TIMES EACH SUBJECT RESPONDED AND HOW MANY
TIMES EACH SUBJECT RECEIVED A REINFORCEMENT. (INTHE ORIGINAL APPLICATION,
RESPONSES ARE THE PRESSING OF A METAL BAR BY A RAT AND REINEdOCENTRE
THE FEEDING OF FOOD PELLETS TO THE RAT.) AFTER THE DATA IS PRINTED, ANOTHER























I INT ERRUPTS MASK EDI CONFIGURE INTERFACES
I CLEAR & INITIALIZE VARIABLES
( RECD-VE VI PARAMETERS FR TE INA-
1 INTERRUPTS UNMASKED
WAIT FOR INTERRUPT SR TO EXECUTE
PROCESS RESPONSES AND REINFORCEMENTS
CHECK TRUE RESPONSES
CHECK IF ANY RE INFORCEMENTS NEED TRIGGERING
CHECK IF ANY UNIT LED'S NEED LIGHTING
MAINTAIN CLOCKS
LOOP BACK -- - - -
























































*-INITTAL( ~S A ~ ~~~~~-~
THIfS $R IS CALLED BY VISORP MAIN PRIGRA TO~N t A1ZE TCOJ4FTGIJRE) THETWO.

































ESTABLISH 8 SIDE OF INTERRUPTS(LEOS a SEEP INTERFACE
AS OUTPUT AND INITIALIZE CONTROL REGISTER OF B.
ESTABLISH TA B SIDES OF RESPONSEIREIFDRCENENT
ITNTER ACUAj7~INPUTT- UTPUTi~RESPECTIVEEY - -
AND INITIALIZE CONTROL REGISTERS OF A 4 B.
RETURN TO MAIN~PAIR4W-









PAGE 0008 VISORP VERSION 05.23.79
- CLEAR SR
* THIS SR IS CALLED BY VISCRP MAIN PROGRAM PRIOR TO EACH SESSION TO CLEAR
* OUT THE SECTION OF LOWER MEMORY THAT IT USES FOR VARIABLES AND FLAGS.
* SEVERAL VARIABLES ARE INITIALIZED AND DEFAULTS ARE ASSIGNED HERE.
00193 0638 CE 0000 CLEAR LOX #0
00195 063E 6F 00 EVRCLR CLR o9X
00196 0640 08 _ _INX
00197 0641 8C OOAO CPX #$OOAO
00198 0644 26 F8 BNE EVRCLR
00200 0646 86 04 LDA A 9UOFLT
00201 C648 97 67 STA A UNITS
00203 064A CE 0 3FF LOX TBLSI Z1
00204 0640 OF 69 STX POINTR
00206 064F CE 5200 LOX #FIRST2
00207 0652 OF 76 STX RNDSGN
00208 _C64 CE CBB9 LDX #SECND2
00209 0657 DF 78 STX RNDSGN+2
00211 0659 CE OA6A - LDX #INTRPT
00212 065C - A000 STX ICV
00214 06F 86 1E LDA A DSTDFLT
00215 0661 97 57 . STA A STIRE
00217 0663 86 14 LDA A #OI VI SR
00218 0665 97 56 STA A SFPQDV
00220 C667 86 3C LDA A #60
00221 0669 97 58 STA A MINUTE
00223 0668 __39 _ RTS
CLEAR MEMORY LOCATIONS 0000 TO 009F
NO. OF UNITS DEFAULT: 4
INIT . SANPLETABLES POINT
INITIALIZE RNDSGN WITH $52006B9
STORE ADDRESS OF INTERRUPT SR
SESSION TIME DEFAULT: 30 MINUTES
INITIALIZE SFRQDV WITH DIVISR
INITIALIZE MINUTE WITH 60
















































* * *NPUT - __*** * *  *
****** ** ****************** ******************* ************ ***** ******************
i
THIS SR-WT~CALLED BY VISORP MAIN PROGRAM~TS RECEiVE SESSION~PARAMETERS FROM
THE TERMINAL PRIOR TO EACH SESSION.
EACH HCRIZONTAL LINE OF INPUT IS BEGUN BY ENTERING A SINGLE IDENTIFYING
CHARACTER PREEDD BY~ANY NUMBER OF SPACES. T E~FUNCTION Of EACH OF THESE
SPECIAL CHARACTERS IS DEFINED BELOW.
rIETNDItATES~TH-AT rHE~-FC LLOW1G~D(GIT~ST-NE- MAX RUR -NUMBER 0F ~UNITTS-T
* BE SERVTCEW DURING THE SESSION. MUST BE THE F-IRST LINE OF INPUT PRIOR TO
* EACH SESS ICN IF USED. IF NOT, T HEN THE MAXIMUM U OF UNITS DEFAULTS TO 4
* Aj - UB5EQUENT ETERIIIG OFrP# *RE SUITS IN ERWR CONDI TIO . (EM. 5 -
* UNIT NO. INDICATES WITH WHICH UNIT THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE TO BE
* ASSOCIATED. UNIT NO. MUST BE BETWEEN I. AND THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UNITS
* TC~E ERVTE . LLOW NWTH AT LEAS~~ESPE N THE~S-AE~TNE EMEE
* THE UNIT-S VI~(MEAN TIME INTERVAL),- SD 1TME~FDf M V AT~ WHICH1STAKDARD
* DEVIATION IS TO OCCUR), AND REINMX (MKAX-MUM NUMBE R OF RE INFORCEMENT S TO
* BE GIVUTRE -ANTRLT.~TH^ PARATVEAGO THEA ;:T: EITE --~I--H-TLE-
* ONE SPACE. FOLLOW THE REINNX NUMBERWITH A SPACE. RANGE OF PARAMETERS
* VI 0 >255
* REINNX 0 => 999
* IF 0 IS ENTERED FOR REINMX THEN A LARGE NUMBER OF REINFORCEMENTS (65535)
* W UEB AVAIlA BL.E -TO THE ANIMAL. -F INV AtD~ AACTEtIGRYALJES ARE
* ENTERED FOR ANY OF THE PARAMETERS, THE MHOLE LINE IS REJECTED AND MUST SE
* REENTERED BEFORE STARTING SESSION. (EX. 2 32 45 500)
* 'T' THENUMBER FOLLOWING 'T', AFTER ANY NUER FSPACES,ISTHEEIN
* TIME LIMIT IN MINUTES. MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 255 AND FOLLOWED BY-K PACE.
* IF NOT ENTERED,~ESSI N TI ME DEFAULT IS 30 MINUTE. JEFT-~1201
* I's V"S 1(117 USERAFOR wt
* OF THE UNITS TO BE SERVICED HAVE BEEN DEFINED, THEN TERMINAL RESPONDS BY
* PRINTING 'TART' AFTER 'S'-SPELLING 'START' AND THE SESSION BEGINS. IF
* SOMETHING IS AMISS (SUCH AS UNDEFINED UNIT PARAMETERS), THEN A QUESTION
* MARK IS PRINTED. THE USER SHOULD CORRECT THE PROBLEM AND REQUEST THE
* SESSICN TO START AGAIN BY ENTERING 'S'.
* '' JUMP TO COMPUTER SYSTEM'S MONITOR.
* $5E (HAT OR INVERTED 'V') RESTART ENTIRE INPUTTING PHASE: NEGLECT ALL
* PREVIOUSLY ENTERED PARAMETERS ANDSTART OVER.
* UNIT NO.'S DO NOT HAVE TO BE IN ORDER AS IN:j 30 15 100
* 200 0
* 4 60 30 360
* BOTH UNIT NO.'S AND 'T' MAY BE REENTERED TO REDEFINE PARAMETERS-THE LAST
* PARAMETERS ENTERED BEFORE THE SESSION STARTS ARE THE ONES THAT ARE USED.





04D0 INPUT LOX *MSG1 PRINT CR
E07E JSR PDATAI
* FIRST LINE'S FIRST PARAMETER INPUT
07e6 TRYAGN-- JSR SINE! - PLACE WH
,5 (LF) ,' VISORP' ,CR,2 (LF)
UNIT#, '#', 'T', '5', 'X', $5E (INV 'V'








PAGE 0010 VISORP VERSICI
00282 0675 81 23
00283 0677 26 06
= 00284 06 7 9 7E 07'
00286
00288 067C B6 07
00289 067F 81 53
00290 0681 26 03
00291 0683 7E 074
00293 C686 81 54
00294 0688 26 03
00295 C68A 7E 07
00297 0680 81_ 5E
00298 068F 26 05
00299 0691 31
' 00300 0692 31
00301 0693 7E 06(
00303 C696 81 58
00304 0698 26 03
00305 C60 7E E0
00307 C690 81 31
00308 069F 2C 02
00309 06A1 20 45
00311 C6A3 80 30
00312 06A5 91 67
06313 06A7 2EP8)I 00314 C6A9 97 5E
00315 06A8 7A 00
00317 C6AE 5F
00318 06AF - 00
00319 0680 59)l 00320 0 4A
0031" 0682 26 FC
L«;00322 C6B4 53
) 00323 C6B5 04 53
00324 C687 07 53
00326 0689 0 El
00327 068C _81 20
00328 068E 26 28
00330
00332 06C0 C6 04
00333 06C2 10 07
00335 06C5 E6 6E













* FIRST PARAMETER INPUT
INUNIT JSR SINEEE
FIRST P CMP A AS
BNE NOTS
JMP START
NOTS CMP A *'T
BNE NOTT
JMP TPAAMN


























UNIT, 'T,'S%,XS$E (INV 'V')
NWAITFOR_ ASCII -,= $20 (SPACES)
IF CHAR. = 'S', JMP TO START
IF 'T", BRA TO SR TO CHANGE SESSION TIME
IF S5E (INVERTED V!, JMP SESHUN+2 (RESTART INPUT)
IF 'X", JMP TO MNITOR (GET OUT OFVISORP)
IF CHAR. <'1' OR CHAR. > UNITS, JMP HUHT
OBTAIN~UNIT'S BSIT POSIlON IN B --
CLEAR UNIT'S B1 POSITION IN ALLTS
MUST INPUT AT LEAST 1 SPACE
IF NOT, BRA ~OMAGN




LDA A I NTERM-1,X
STX SAVER
8 <- MAX. DIGITS ALLOWED + 1
STORE INPUT IN INTERIM BUFFER
GET 1'S DIGIT FROM INTERN BUFFER'
GET 1''S DIGIT FROM INTERIM BUFFER
PAGE 0011 VISORP VERSION 05.23.79
T9 00338 06CE DE 5D LOX OFFSET
00339 06CD E7 00 STA B VI ,X - - T RE1 DGT N VI >.: E
00341 O6CF 8D 07C5 JSR TIME1O MULTIPLY 10'S DIGIT BY 10
00342 C6D2 AB 00 ADAVD AD0 TO~VFT7ASLE-~--
00343 0604 A7 00 STA A VI,X
00145 O5, -_ DE 5F LD7S- AVEX ---
00346 0608 SF CLRB 8 <- 0
00347 0609 A6 6C LDA A INTERM-2,X GET 100'S DIGIT FROM INTERIM BUFFER
00348 ~~0608 27 0E E K IF = 0, 8RA OKI
00349 0600 C6 64 LDA B #0100 B <- 100
00350 C6DF 81 01 CMP A 01._
00000 T6E"t 27 0- -Ef-OKI I I RA OKI
) 00352 06E3 58 ASL8 B <- B* 2
00353 06E4 81 02 CMP A #2 -
00354 06E6 2 03 8E OK1 ~ IF=2,~WA .i7- - - ~~
) 00355 06E8 7E 07C0 COMAGN JMP HUHi IF 0, ,=_1, OR 2, JMP HUH
Oo3YT WeFU DE-5E T 7K17 DK FWSUT-
00358 cEo ES 00 ADD 8 VIX - ADD TO V I TABLE
00359 06F 25 F7 BCS COMRGN IF VI > 255 BRA HUH(
00360 06F1 ~ET 0 S TA B V1,X I F V SVI<
00362 * SD INPUT C<= SD <= 85
00364. 06F3 C6 03 LDA 8 #3 B <- MAX. DIGITS ALLOWED * 1
00365 06F5 80 0794 JSR NOLOGO STORE INPUT IN INTERN BUFFER
00367 06F8 E6 6E LDA B INTERM,X GET 1S DIlIT FR OMINTER#BUWIFFE
00368 06FA A6 60 L OA A INTERN-1,X GET 10S DIGIT FROM INTER MBU t__FF008TORDNB
00370 061E E7 08 STA B SD,X STORE 1' S DIGIT IN SD TABLE #&
K00372 C700 BD 07C5 JSR TIME10 MULT IPLY 10'S DIGIT BY10
= 00373 0703 AB 08 ADD A SD,X ADD TO SD TABLE
00374 0705 81 55 CMP A #85 IF SD > 85, JMPHUH1
0037 0707 Z2 OF BHI CONAGN
00376 0709 A7 08 STA A SDX STORE IN SD TABLE
00378 _- -$REINMX(REINFORCEMENT MAXIMUM) INPUT 0 <= REINMX < 9-
4+00380 0708 78 005E ASL _FFSET+1 (OFFSET+1) <- (OFFSET+1) *_ 2_-_ __
00382 07E C6 04 LDA B 04 B <- MAX. DIGITS ALLOWED + 1
00383 0710 80 0794 JSR NOLOGO STORE INPUT IN INTERIM BUFFER
00385 0713 E6 6E LDA B INTERM,X GET 1'S DIGIT FROM INTERM BUFFER
00386 0715 A6 6D LDA A INTERM-1,X GET 10'S DIGIT FROM INTERIM BUFFER
s 00387 0717 OF 5F STX SA VEX
00388 C719 DE 50 LOX OFFSET
00389 0718 El 11 STA B REINMX+1,X STORE 1'S DIGIT IN REINMX TABLE
00391 C1D BD 07C5 JSR TIME1O MULTIPLY 10'S DIGIT BY 10
0039 _ 0720 AB 11 ADD A REINMX+1,X ADD TO REINX TABLE










PAGE 0012 VISORP VERSION 05.23.79
70I395 0724 DE5F LDX SAVEX
00396 0726 A6 6C LDA A INTERM-2,X
00397 C728 DE 50 LOX OFFSET
00399 072A BD 07C5 JSR T IME10
00400 C72D 5F CLR B
00401 072E A7 10 STA A REIINX,X
00402 0730 48 ASL A
00403 C731 48 ASL A
00404 0732 59 ROL B
00405 0733 AB 10 ADD A REINMX,X
00406 0735 48_ ASL A
00 407 0736 59 R7OU7I
00408 0737 AB 11 A00 A REINMX+1,X
00409 0739 Al 11 STA A REINMX+1,X
00410 0738 C9 00 AOC B #0
00411 0730 E7 10 STA B REINMX,X
00413 073F 96 5E LOA A OFFSET+l
00414 . 0741 44 L SR A
00415 0742 4C INC A
00416 0743 5F CLR B
00417 0144 00 SEC
00418 0745 59 SHIFT2 ROL, B
00419 0746 4A DEC A
00420 0747 26 FC BNE SHIFTZ _
00421 0749 DA33 ORA B ALLTST
00422 C74B D7 53 STA B ALLTST
00424 0140 CE 05A KEHL LOWX CRLF
00425 C5 0 BD EO7E JSR PDATAl
00427 C753 7E 067C JMP INUNIT
00429 -** ***
ADD TO REINI4. TABLE
OBTAIN UNIT'S BIT P0 1T tON
SET UNIT'S BIT~ OS TIN INALLI-S_--
SKRIP TO BE671 RIN -e >I
BRANCH BACK FOR ANOTHER UNIT FIELD
ENO OF I N tft -* ** *__
" 
r--
GET 100 S DIGIT FROM INTERtN wFER
MSB(B),LSB(A) <- A * 100
---- 
-









200442 - 056 80 07B6
0443 0759 81 31
00444 0750 20 04
00445 0150 81 38
)I 44, 07 72F 0
00448 C761 CE 0529
00449 -- 7IU - D 07 e
00450 C1.. TE 0672
00452 0 76A 80 30') 00453 076C 97 67





-- PONS S -*-
_ fHF S C1D¬ EENT 15CALL BYINPUT-3R TO 1RECE E cT-HM ITU M 4BERW
* UNITS TO BE SERVICED DURING A SESSION. THIS NUIBE& CAN BE FROM I TOB AND CAN
* BE PRECEDED BY ANY NUMBER OF SPACES. AFTER ENTERING THE DIGIT, THE SR RETURNS
* TO INPUT 1Wif A NONNUNERIC CHARACTERUOR AWVDT ANGE-MMRETS ETEEs
* THEN A QUESTION MARK IS PRINTED AND SR RETURNS TONPUT SR. IF POUNDS SR I5
* NOT CALLED, THEN, BY DEFAULT, 4 UNITSWILL BE S .. ICED.
POUNDS JSR SINEEE WAIT FOR ASCII f ,
CWPA71 ICHAR. < 'I OR __ -- - - BRA IW L-
BLT INVALD IF '1' < CHAR. <= 'S$' RA SUPER
CMP A '__
8LE SUPE-C~ -- ~ -- --
INVALD LOX *QUEST PRINT *?', CR, LF
J1W P~DATAT-- --- ~
JMP TRYAGN LOOP BACK FOR ANOT BAR.
SUPERC UBWS- - A (A~ .-_ ~
STA A UNITS - A SUPERCEOES UNIT IFDEFAULT OF 4
B_ * NE TW*N RETURN TO SNPUT S 7I *
~













00474 0770 C6 04); 00475 C772 80 20
00477 074 A6 0
00478 0776 80 40
00479 0778 AB 6E
00480 077A 97 74
00482 077C 5F
00483 070 A6 6
00484 077F 27 0B
00485 0781 C6 64
00_486 0783 8101
00487 0785 27 05
00488 0787 58
004S9 0186 81 02
00490 078A 26 34
00492 C78C DB 74
00493 078E 23 30
00494 C790 D7 57




* TPARAM SR *
******************************************************************************
* THIS CODE SEGMENT IS CALLED BY INPUT SR TO RECEIVE -E TH  SESSION TIME LIMIT
* FROM THE TERMINAL. IF NOT CALLED, THE SESSION WILL LAST 30 MINUTES BY
* DEFAULT. THE USER CAN ENTER ANY NUMBER OF SPACES BEFORE ENTERING THE SESSION
* TIME. THE SESSION TIME CAN BE FROM 1LMIMUTE TO 255 MINUTES LONG, ONLY IN 1
* MINUTE INTERVALS. AFTER ENTERING DIGITSS, ENTERING A SPACE CAUSES CONTROL
* TRANSFER TO INPUT SR. IF INVALID CHARACTERS (NOTNUMERIC OR SPACE OR OUT OF
* RANGE NUMBERS) ARE ENTERED, A QUESTION MARK IS PRINTED AND SR TRANSFERS TO
* INPUT SR, LEAVING PREVIOUS VALUE OF ST I ME UNCHANGED.
* SESSION TIME PARAMETER INPUT (OVERRIDE DEFAULT: 30) 0 < STIME <= 255
TPARAM LDA 8 #4 8 <- MAX. DIGITS ALLOWED + 1
BSR NOLDGO STORE INPUT IN INTERN BUFFER
LDA A INTERN-1,X GET 109S DIGIT FROM INTERN BUFFER
BSR TIME10 MULTIPLY BY 10
ADO A INTERM,X ADD I'S DIGIT FROMINTERN BUFFER TO TEMPA
STA A TEMPA
CLR B B <- 0
LDA A INTERN-2,X GET 100' S DIGIT FROM~INTERN BUFFER
BEQ OK IF = 0, BRA OK
LDA B 9100 B <- 100
BEQ OK IF = 1, BRA OK
ASL B B <- 8 * 2
S CMP A #2
BNE HUHI IF 0, , 1, OR ' 2, BRA HUH1
OK ADD B TEMPA ADD TEMPA TO B
BLS HUHL IF = 0 OR > 255, BRA HUHL
STA 8 STIME OTHERWISE, ST IME <- B
BRA NEWLIN (AN ENTRY POINT IN INPUT SRI
************************** END OF TPARAM SR ***************** ******************
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00500# *******#**********************************************************************
00501 #-NOL
) 00502 *************************************************************** ****************
400504 * THIS SR $I~S CALLED BY-INPUT SR AND TPARAM SR~TC~RECEIV-DATA -FRM TE-
0505 * TERMINAL AND STORE IN INTERN TABLE. B IS PASSED INTO THIS SR AS THE MAXIMUM
00506 * NUMBER OF DIGITS THAT NOLDGO IS TO ALLOW TO BE ENTERED FROM TERMINAL. IF TOO
0507 -MANY C1AR7TW EL7THEN PRINT A QUESTION MARK AND RETURN TO INPUT SR ONL
00508 * NUMERIC CHARACTERS 10-> 9) ARE VALID. IF ANY INVALID CHARACTERS, THEN PRZMT
00509 * A QUESTION MARK AND RETURN TO INPUT SR. ENTERRING A SPACE AFTER THE D1GIT($ )
00510 *-CAUSES RETURN FROM SR. REGISTERS AX& B ARE DESTROYED. EGITER X IS PASSED
) 00 S11 *[OUT O~R TTWTHEOFF SET ~IN INTERN TABLE WHERt E-THE ~LAST DTGIT ENTERR ED~--T
00512 * STORED. THE PURPOSE OF THIS SR IS SO THAT LEADING -ZEROS IN A NUMBER DO NT-
003T3 * HAVE TO~~E ENTE RED AT THE~~TERMINA ~RESULTING 1A-N~EkSTERR
) 00514 * OF ENTERRING DATA.
j :l00516 C7S4 4F NOLDOGO CLR A
0051? 0795 97 6C STA A INTERM-2
.I g. 07 - 7 S1A~K IREI-)L 00519 079 CE FFFF LOX *$FQf
00520 079C 8D 18 BSR SINEEE WAIT FOR ASCII ,- $20
) 00522 079E 81 30 ENTER CMP A UA TEST IF '0' A 9
00523 07A0 2D 1C BIT HUH2 FALSE, BRA HUH2
00524 C7A2 i139 CMP A #99 TRUE, cNClMU ---
00525 07A4 2E 18 BGT HUH2
00526 O7A6 80 30 SUB A #0 A <- A - $30
00527 07A 08 INX
-00528 OA9 SA DEC B IF TOO MANY CHARS. INPUTTED, BRA HUH2
00529 C7AA 27 12 BEQ HUH2
63o o U ATSTAA ITEW, TOECA. NITWN FE
00531 07AE BD E1AC JSR INEEE INPUT NEXT CHAR.
00532 C701 81 20 CMP A 8$20 IF NOT A SPACE,
00533 0783 26 E9 BNE ENTER CONTINUE ENTERING DIGITS
00535 0785 39 RTS RETURN FROM SR
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r i 00 539 **********************************************************************s***




20541 ************************** ****** ************ *****************
K 00543 _ * THIS SR IS CALLED BY INPUT SR, POUNDS SR NOLOGO SR, AND ASK SR TO RETURN
) 00544 * IN REGISTER A, AN ASCII CHARACTER FROM THE TERMINAL IF NOT A SPACE.
)i 00546 0786 BD EIAC SINEEE JSR INEEE RETURN CHAR. IN REG. A WHEN NOT A SPACE ($201
00547 0789 81 20 CMP A A$20 OTHERWISE, WAIT FOR NON-SPACE CHAR.
00548 0788 27 F9 BEQ SINEEE _ - (ALLOWS SPACING BETWEEN INPUT ITEMS)
00550_C7BC 39 RTS RETURN FROM SR
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S005 54 __********************************.****************** 
*********************
00556
~00558 4* THI~ESEENT IS CALLED BY START SR, NOLDG SR- TPARA W SR; AND INWUT SRj 00559 * TO PRINT A QUESTION MARK AS AN ALL-PURPOSE ERROR MESSAGE AND THEN REENTER
-00560* INPUT SR.
X 00562 OTBE 31 UHZ LR$ ENTRY POINT IF FROM SR
0563 C7BF 31 -
0054 O7C5 CE 0529 HUH1 DX5UE S T PRINT '"CR, LF
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T 07 ****************************************** ******** *************************
00570 * TIME10 SR *
00572 *******************************#****** s***** *** *****************
~-00574 * THIS SR IS CALLED BY INPUT SR AND TPARAM 3R TO MULTIPLY REGISTER A BY t0
) 00575 * AND RETURN THE RESULT IN REGISTER A. REGISTER B IS DESTROYED.
00577 07C5 16 TIME10 TAB RETURNS A C- A * 10
00578 07C6 48 ASL A- _- - - _- ___ ____
00579 - 7C 48 ASL A) 00580 07C8 18 ABA
00581 07C9 48 ASL A
) 00583 07CA 39 RTS
) 00585 ****************************** END OF TIME10S R ******************************
)
-
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00587 ******************************************************************************
00588 * T T
? 00589 **#* ; M***s** t*awewo*#**s* I *~sa#%Moeto** $o***eos# t;;# s
00591 * THIS SR IS CALLED BY INPUT SR TO- TART -ASESSTON IF ALL $ESSON PARAMETERS
00592 * HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
00593 * ALLTST IS PASSED INTO THIS SR TO INDICATE IF ALL SESSION PARAMETERS HAVE
,, 594 TEEI_* IE1i iW I BI T ~PDSTTI W LLTSTWIHIGW TFAL1.~PARMETUS7 -
00595 * ASSOCIATED WITH THAT UNIT (VI, SD, E REINMXJ HAVE BEEN ENTERED. IT IS LOW IF
L 0 0 5 9 6  * NONE FTHE PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN DEFINED OR IF AN ERROR OCCURRED WHI$I
005T - ENTERING ANY OF THE THREE PARAMETERS. OF EXAMPLE, TF THREEUNITS AE0BE --
0598 - * SEKVTCEDBV~VISUF AND~ ALLTST CNAINS 0000 0111, THEN START SR~MOIED SET UP
00599 _*A NEW SESSION-AND~ALLOW IT TO BEGIN. IF ALLTST CONTAINED 0000_ODI, THEN
00600.- 3 STAT SR OULD PRINT A 'UESTIONI RUETI WTO.NPUTSRUT0 AAIT CLETIOU
I 00601 * OF INPUT PHASE. THIS WAY, A SESSION CAN NOT BEGIN WITH UNDEFINED OR ERRONEOUS
00602 * PARAMETERS WHICH MIGHT CAUSE UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS.
00603 * ALL SESS ION PARAMETERSARE o0FINED, THNE1T ITSP IS INITIALIZE
00604 * ACCORDING TO~UNITS ((SEE BELOW , SI CESSFUL~STAT IS INDICATED~TO USER BY
00605 * PRINTING OUT 'TART' AFTER USERS S$' THE UNITS' ELEMENTS IN CLOCK AND FREQDV
0066 TA BLE S ARE INLIALIED , AND SR RST VI5P.
700608 7CB 06 53 START LDA BALLTST HAS ALL BATA BEEN ENTERED FOR ALL UNI
)' 00609 07CC 96 67 LDAA UNITS
00610 O7CF _ 4C_ INC A
006I11.-- 0700 --- 4A ----- SHIFTO DEC A--
) 00612 07D1 54 LSR 8
00613 C72 25 FC BCS SHIFTO _
00614 0704 40 TST A
00615 0705 -26 E9BNE - HUHi IF NOBRTHUH--
3 00617 07T 96 67 LDA A UNITS COM; POSITION IN UNITS BY U OF UNITS
00618 0709 5F CLR 8 (I.E. ! UNITS=3 THEN UNITSP=00000100
00619 C7DA 00 SEC
00621 07D8 59 SHIFTB ROL B
00622 07C _4A DEC A
00623 0700 Z6FC BNE SHIFTS
06 24'-, W O 68 STA 8 UNT
00626 07E2 CE 04E0 LOX #MSG2 PRINT 'TART', CR, IF, LF
00627 07E4 BD E07E JSR PATAl
00628 O ED80 01 BSR MOVE INITIALIZE UNIT'SCLOCKS E FREQDV 'S
00630 07E9 39 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
*0632_**************************** END OF START SR *************************s****
41.!L_ - - _ _




<o00638 * THIS SRIS CALLED AT THE BEGINNING OF A SESSION BY START SR TO INITIALIZE) 00639 * THE UNITS' CLOCKS WITH VARIABLE TIME INTERVALS AND TO INITIALIZE THE UNITS
00640 * ELEMENTS IN FREQDV TABLE WITH DIVISR (2O. REGISTERS A, B, 8 X ARE DESTROYED.
00642 C7EA CE 0000 MOVE1 LOX 90
00644 07E0 A6 00 LOA A VI,X A <- UNIT'S 'I
00645 OTEF E6 08 LDA B SOX 8 <- UNT"TSO
00646 C7F1 80 OC BSR DEVTAAT-X -A - A0U SAMPLE FROM OVAT SR
00647 07F3 A? 40 STA A CLOCK,.X MfCLOCI)1 - A
00649 07F5 86 14 LDA" A ADIVISR INITI. L 1EQDV WTTH 0IVTSR7T E C OUTE -------- - -
)L' 00650 07F7 A7 48 STA A FREQDV,X DOWN TO ZERO
00652 C(7F 08 -- INX-UNI-$-----
0063 07FA 9C 66 CPX UNITS- ALL t VALUES DIVISR'S?
00654 O7FC 26 EF BNE MOVE1- D0 A3OTHERUNIT
00656 C7FE 39 RTS ~- -IF. YES, RETURN
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00660 ******************************************************************************
-r- - EATS
>.00661 - K7 0 J1 7-
. ~~6 rITS~YR~I S -A L-EY BY '0Nf[~ ANC~REITR ~T tDEJ4PWVTIE RKACLY~DYfTRTBUTE -
00665 * VALUES ABOUT A GIVEN MEA.IND STANDARD DEVIATION TO BE USED IN UNIT "CLOCKS"00666 * AS VARIABLE TIME INTERVALS. THIS SR REQUIRES THE STATIC DATA BASE: SAMPLE
00667 * (1024 SMT NI71'T(E~ 4-IV* 7 ATA BASE sRNSGW TD FUNCT ION.
00668 * THE MEAN (I) IS PASSED INTO THIS SR THROUGH REGISTER A AND THE DISPERSION
00669 * t S2 THE TIME OUT FROM TlE MEAN AT WHICH I STANDARD DEVIATION OCCURS) IS
PASAEDCNTT~DTSTRTBUTED~
) 1 661* RETURNED~TN~W1E6ISTER A. "S DESTROYED, BUT X IS NOT. A M RE TOROUGW- -
00672 * DISCUSSIOTDRF THIS METHOD 3 OBTAINING VARIABLE INTEGERS CAN BE FOUND IN THE
7 - -* PAPERt FUNCT ION AL ESCRT T IUWOF THE VI SCHEDULE OF REITORCERENT PROGRAM.
0675 7FF 97 7A DEVIATSTWTA A I U~NTUTI - -- --_.-
) 00676 0801 OF 5F STX SAEX SAVEX <- X
-__6 T 0,3- E 69 LOXT ~IIEI
)X 00469 0805 A6 AO LDA A SAMPLE.X , A < NUMBER FROM SAPLE TABLE AT POINTR OFFSET
~.00680 0807 09 DEX DECREMENT -POINTA VALUE -NfS
S 00681 08C8 8C FFFF CPX S$FFFF _ _IF NO ROLLOVER FROM ZEROUTHEN _BlAkCH N
0068 0808 26 03 BNE NOTRST
00683 O8OC CE 03FF LDX #TBLSIZ-1 ELSE REINITIALIZE PCINTR W/ MAX. OFFSET
00684 0810 OF 69 NOTRST STX PINTR
00686 0812 DE 5F LOX SAVEX X <- SAVEX _____-----
068 * MULTIPLIES SAMPLE BY SO D SBA),LSB(B) <- A
00690 C814 97 71 - STA NML TC) 00691 0816 07 72 STA 8 MPLR STORE MULTIPLIER (SDI
00693 C818 86 F8 LOA A #$F8 MPYCNT <- -8
00694 081A 97 73 STA A MPYCNT
00656 CaiC ~4F CLR A A,8 <- 0
00697 001 CLR B
00699 81E 58 MPYRLP ASI B A, <- S~HILTTIA,
00700 081F 49 ROL A
00702 0820 78 0072 As. MLR MPLR <- SHIFT LEPMLk )) 00703 0823 24 04 BCC MPYNCR CARRY?
007C4 C825 OB 71 ADD 8 MCND AB <- AB + MND
00705 C827 89 00 ADC A 0-
00707 0829 7C 0073 MPYNCR INC MPYCNT MPYCNT <- MPYCNT + 1
00708 082C 26 FO BNE MPYRLP MPYCNT = 0 ?
00710 * MULTIPLIES A,B BY 3 : (AS) <- (A,BI * 3
00712 C82E 97 74 STA A TEMPA SAVE A,B IN TEMPA/B
00713 0830 07 75 STA B TEMPB
~,4

















































































RTS - - -




A,B <- A,B *_2
A, B <- (A,B) + (TEMPA, TEMPS)
A HAS (A,B)/256 ; B IS NOT USED
DECIDE IF A ISTO BE SUB. OR ADD. FROM/TO VI
RNOSGN <- ROLL LEFT(RNDSGN)
(ROLLING BITS OUT INTO CARRY)
C = 0 MEANSADD,_SO BRANCHTO ADD
F C = 1, THEN 'ROLL' CARRY AROUND TO RNDSGN+3
SAVE A IN B
A <- UNIT'S VI
STORE A-B IN A
IF LESS THAN ZERO, ASSIGN ZERO TO A
RETURN
A <- A + UNIT'S VI
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00748 ******************************************************** *******
00749 *--I0-.~SR
00750 **********#####*#**** ***#***** ******** *********##******
-- 7-2-f~* THIS SRS. CALLED BY VISORP MAIN PROGRAM~ TO-DO THE ACTUAL MONITORING OF
00753 * INPUTS AND THE ACTUAL TRIGGERING OF REINFORCEMENTS.
00754 * THIS SR RETURNS TRURSP TO BE USED BY RSPCHK. TRURSP WILL CONTAIN THE
00755 * CURRENT 'TRUE ~RESPONSES AS DEFINE BELOW AFTER RETURN.





































* SOFTWARE PERFORMS THESE HARDWARE FUNCTIONS:
* 1 )~E OIJTC1NGUF INPUTS ( ~ESPONSEST.
* RESPONSE DEFINED AS LASTING > 50 MS.
* BOUNCEOR NOISE DEFINED AS LASTING < 50_MS.
*
* 2) POINT OF RESPONSE DEFINED AS LOW TO HIGH TRANSITION (NORMAL LOGIC)
I0 LOAAk 1NP S- GET RE NPUE DETA--INYE0E-LOGIC--
CON A CONVERT TO STANDARD LOGIC
BNE HAVOAT IF SOME BITS SET, THEN CHECK INDIVIDUALLY
STA A P VRSP TH r STO R EINPRV1P - - --
BRA~TRIGGR
HAVOAI TA - -- REG.B <- REG.A
COM PRVRSP PRVRSP <- 1'S COMPL.(PRVRSPI
AND A PRVRSP A <- A &_PRVRSP
STA B PRVRSP PRVRSP <- B IPRVRPGETS NEW VALUED -
STA A TRURSP TRURSP <a A ITRURSP GETS 'TRUE' RE SPONSES
* 3) "DNE-SHOT" LOGIC FOR TRIGGERING REINPfRCEWENT.-
* SOLENOIDS KEPT ON FOR I CLOCK PULSE (50 MS.)
* S3) BUFFERED TRIGGERING SO THAT NO MORE THAN 1 SOLENOID IS ON AT~A TIME.
* IF SEVERAL SOLENOIDS WERE TRIGGERED AT THE SAME TIME, THERE WOULD HAVE
* BEEN AS MUCH AS 14 AMPS DRAWN FROM THE EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY. THIS
* BUFFERING PREVENTS BLOWING THE POWER SUPPLY'S FUSE.
.TRIGGR LDA A *$FF TURN OFF ALL SOLENOIDS
STA A OUTRNF
LDA A TRIGS IF NO TRIGGERING IS NEEDED, BRA EXIT
BEQ EXIT
LDA A #1 A <- 00000001
LOOP BIT A TRIGS TEST BIT(A) IN TRIGS
BNE BIT IF SET, BRA BIT
ASL A OTHERWISE, A <- SHIFT LEFT(A)
BRA LOOP BRANCH BACK FOR FURTHER BIT TESTS
BIT COM A
STA A OUTRNF TURN ON JUST ONE SOLENOID ACCORDING TO A
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RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
























* THIS SR IS CALLED BY VISORP MAIN PROGRAM TO RECORD RESPONSES AND MONITOR
* UNITS WHERE VI = 0 (CONTINUOUS REINFORCEMENT).
* TRURSP- IS TESTED FOR ANY HIGH BITS. IF NONE ARE HIGH (NO RESPONSES HAVE
* OCCURED), THEN RETURN TO VISORP. IF~ANY AE -HIGH, THEN TEST EACH BIT IN
* TRURSP.
* THE FOLLOWING IS PERFORMED FOR ALL UNITS THAT ARE TO BE SERVICED. IF THE
* UNIT-S BIT~FCSIT ION INTRURSP IS NOT SET (NO RESPONSE) THEWCHECK NEXT~UNIT'S
* BIT POSITION; OTHERWISE, THE ANIMAL HAS RESPONDED SO CONTINUE. IF THE UNIT'S
* BIT POSITION IN RMXFLG IS SET (THE-ANIMAL HAS RECIEVED ALL OF ITS ALLOTTED
* RE INFiIRCE ETS, THEREFORE, NO NEED~TOW-WITURANY LDNGERT - THEN~CHECK-NEXT
* UNIT'S BIT POSITION; OTHERWISE CONTINUE. IF THE UNIT'S ELEMENT IN VI TAKE IS
* ZERO (CONTINUOUS REINFORCEMENT) THEN RECORD (AND ISSUE) A REINFORCEMENT HERE
* INSTEAD OF~[N RENCHK SR. IF THE UNTfI3 ELEMENT IN V fTABEEIS NOT ZERU, TREN
* RECORD THE RESPONSE BY INCREMENTING THE UNIT'S ELEMENT IN RESPS TABLE.





























































































































IF NO, RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
IF YES, CHECK EACH BIT
8 CONTAINS UNIT BIT POSITION
X <- 0 OF UNITS(FOR TABLE OFFSET)
X <- X -
TEST UNIT'S BIT POSITION
IF NOT SET, CHEEK NEXT BIT
IF REINF. MAX. HAS NOT BEEN REACHED, CONTINUE
IF REINF. MAX. HAS BEEN REACHED, CHECK NEXT BIT
VI = 0 ?
IF NOT, SKIP NEXT SECTION OF CODE-TO SKIP
IF YES, RECORD THE REINFORCEMENT
INCREMENT I OF RESPONSES
(RESPS IS 2 BYTES LONG)
B <- SHIFT RIGHT(B)
IF MORE DATA, CHECK NEXT BIT
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T 00862 088E 39 NOTRU RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM















































* THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY VISORP MAIN PROGRAM TO DETERMINE~IF
* REINFORCEMENTS SHOULD BE ISSUED.
* FOR A REINFORCEMENT TO BE ISSUED, TWO CONDITIONS MUST BE PET: 11 A
* REINFORCE ENTUST BE AVAILABLE AND 2)FA RESPONSE MUST HAVE'JUST OCCURRED.
* FIRST OF ALL, THE TWO BYTES THAT CONTAIN THIS INFORMATION: RENFLG & RSPFLG,
* RESPECTIVELY, ARE TESTED TO SEE IF THEY CONTAIN ANY HIGH BITS AT ALL. IF
* NEITHER (THEM DO, THEN RETURN TO VISORP. OTHERWISE, IF BOTH HAVE SOME SET
* BITS, THEN TEST EACH BIT POSITION IN BOTH FLAGS.
* THE FOLLOWING IS DONE FOR ALL UNITS TO BE SERVICED. TEST UNIT'S BIT
* POSITIINNIWREWLGE & RSPFLG. [F EITHER IS ZERO, THEN CHECK NEXT~UMT'SFLAG .
* OTHERWISE, IF BOTH BITS IN THE SAME POSITION ARE SET, THEN CLEAR THAT BIT IN
* RENFLG (THE BIT IN RSPFLG WILL BE EFFECTIVELY CLEARED LATER BY RSPCHK) AND
* RE INITI AL IZUTHAT UNIT'S ELEMENT I N FREQDV WITH DI VITR (201 (AFTER THE
* UNIT'S FIRST TIME INTERVAL OF THE SESSION ELLAPSES, THE FIRST INITIALIZATION
* WITHIN A TIME INTERVAL OF FREQDV IS PERFORMED HERE. THE SUBSEQUENT
* INITIAL fZAtONS WITHIN EACH TIME INTEAVAL -RE PERFOiMED-IN BIGREN SR.T
* THE UNIT $ REINFORCEMENT IS RECORDED BY CALLING RCREIN SR. DEVIAT SR IS
* CALLED TQ TBTAIN A NEW TIME INTERVAL TO STORE IN THE UNIT'S ELEMENT IN CLOCK.
* THE UNIT' VI~ (MEAN) AND SD (STANDARD DEVIATION) ARE RETRIEVED FROM THE VI
* & SD TABLES AND PASSED INTO DEVIAT SR THROUGH THE A & 8 REGISTERS,
* RESPECTIVELY. THE NEW TIME INTERVAL IS RETURNED THROUGH REGISTER A.
























IF NO, RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
IF YES, HAVE RESPONSES OCCURRED?
IF NO, RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
IF YES, CHECK EACH BIT
B CONTAINS UNIT BIT POSITION
X <- A OF UNITS(FOR TABLE OFFSET)
x <- X - 1
IS A REINFORCEMENT NEEDED?
HAS A RESPONSE TAKEN PLACE?
IF NO, BRA NOPE
CLEAR BIT IN RENFLG
RESTORE FREQDV TO BE COUNTED DOWN TO 0
RECORD THE REINFORCEMENT
SAVE B (UNIT BIT POSITION)
A <- UNIT'S VI



















































































JSR DEVIATE A <- ADJUSTED SAMPLE FROM DEVIATE SR
LDA B BITPOS RESTORE B W/UNIT BIT POSITION
STA A CLOCK,X M(CLOCK,X) <- A
NQPE LSR_ B ALL UNITSBEEN CHECKED?
BNE LOCPA IF NO, DO ANOTHER UNIT
ALL RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM

























a - - ---- -- -- -






















** *** *MAX*s* -
* * **************************************************************************






















INTERFACE BOARD WHEN A CERTAIN CONDOTION ARISES. LEDFLG IS PASSED INTO THIS
SR FROM RCREIN SR. LEDFLG CONTAINS UNITS' BIT POSITIONS HIGH WHICH NEED TO
HAVE THEIR ASSOCIATED LED'S L.IT ON~ ThE INTERFACE. IF NO BITS ARE SET IN
LEOFLG (LEOFLG = 01, THEN IMMEDIATELY RETURN TO VISORP. OTHERWISE, AN IMAGE
OF 'THE LED DATA REGISTER (MAXOUT), STORED IN PRVMAX, IS ORED WITH LEDFLG AND
THiE 1S ULfSTiOREID IN BOTH PRVMAX . MAXOUT . WRITING rHXI INTO MAX OUT wILL
CAUSE THE LED'S TO LIGHT WHERE THERE IS A 1 IN THAT 8IT POSITION AND A
BEEPER ON THE INTERFACE 80ARD WILL ACTIVATE. THIS TELLS THE USER THAT THE
AfNMAL EE S TO BE TAKEN OUT GF T ECfA fER. LEDFLO [_ICLEFED- AND SR~RETURNS
:, .'VI SORP.






ANY UNIT LEADS NEED LIGHTING?
IF NO, RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
PREVIOUSLY LIT LED'S ARE KEPT ON BY ORING LEOFLG
AND PRVMAX TOGETHER AND SENDING RESULT TO PIA
00958 08FF 39 N0 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
*************************** END OF - MAXCHK SR * ***************************00 960































































THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY VISCRP MAIN PROGRAM TO MAINTAIN ALL VARIABLES
USED AS "CLOCKS": FREQDV TABLE, CLOCK TABLE, SFRQDV, MINUTE, AND STIME.
THE FOLLOWING IS PERFCRMED FOR ALL UNITS SERVICED IN THE SESSION. IF THE
UNIT'S ELEMENT IN VI TABLE IS ZERO,~THEN THE ANIMAL IS TO RECEIVE CONTINUOUS
REINFORCEMENT DURING THE SESSION WHICH DOES NOT REQUIRE THE USE OF "CLOCKS",
THEREFORE CHECK THE NEXT UNIT'S FLAGS; OTHERWISE, CONTINUE. IF THEUNIT'S
BIT POSITION IN RENFIG IS SET, THE ANIMAL HAS STILL NOT RECEIVED ITS LAST
AVAILABLE REINFORCEMENT SO A NEW TIME INTERVAL CANNOT BE STARTED, THEREFORE
CHECK THE NEXT UNIT'S FLAGS; OTHERWISE,_CONTINUE. IF THE UNIT'S BIT
POSITION IN RMXFLG IS SET, THE ANIMAL HAS BEEN ISSUED ALL OF ITS ALLOTTED
REINFORCEMENTS SO DISCONTINUE SERVICING THAT UNIT AND CHECK THE NEXT UNIT'S
FLAGS; OTHERWISE DECREMENT THE UNIT'S ELEMENT IN FREQDV. IF THE UNIT'S
ELEMENT IN FREQDV is NOT ZERO, CHECK THE NEXT UNIT'S FLAGS; OTHERWISE RESET
IT TO DIVISR (20). FREQDV IS USED TO DIVIDE THE INTERRUPT FREQUENCY (20 HZ.)
DOWN TO 1 HZ. BECAUSE THE VARIABLE TIME INTERVALS ARE QUANTIZED TO THE
SECOND. DECREMENT THE UNIT'S ELEMENT IN CLOCK. IF IT IS NOT ZERO, CHECK THE
NEXT UNIT'S FLAGS; OTHERWISE, THE TIME INTERVAL REPRESENTED IN CLOCK HAS
ELLAPSED AND A REINFORCEMENT IS AVAILABLE AT THE NEXT RESPONSE FROM THAT
ANIMAL. TO INDICATE AN AVAILABLE REINFORCEMENT, SET THE UNIT'S BIT POSITION
IN RENFLG.
AFTER ALL THE UNITS' "CLOCKS" HAVE BEEN SERVICED, DECREMENT SFRQDV (THE
SESSION TIME'S FREQDVI. IF SFRQDV IS NOT ZERO, RETURN TO~VISORP; OTHERWISE,
RESET SFRQDV TO DIVISR (20) AND DECREMENT MINUTE. MINUTE IS USED TO DIVIDE
ITS EXECUTION FREQUENCY OF 1 HZ DOWN TO ONCE PER MINUTE BECAUSE STIME
(SESSION TIME) iS IN MINUTES. IF MINUTE IS NOT ZERO, RETURN TO VISORP;
OTHERWISE, RESET MINUTE TO 60 AND DECREMENT STIME. IF STIME IS NOT ZERO,
THE SESSION IS NOT OVER SO RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM; OTHERWISE, TURN OFF
ALL OF THE REINFORCEMENT SERVICE, ET INTERRUPT BIT MASK~INTEAR U
REQUESTS AND TRANSFER CONTROL TO OUTPUT SR. THE EARLY TERMINATION ENTRY POINT
IS. IN BIGBEN.
00997 0900 06 68 BIGBEN LDA B UNITSP
00998 0902 DE 66 LOX UNITS-1
B <- I OF UNITS BIT POSITION
X <- " OF UNITS(OFFSET FOR TABLES)
01000 C904 09
) 01002 0905 A6 00
01003 0907 27 19
01005 0909 05 52
01006 0908 26 15
01008 090C D5 50





































X <- X - 1
IF VI = 0 THEN PROCESS NEXT UNIT
ELSE CONTINUE
IF RENFLG = 1, PROCESS NEXT UNIT
IF RMXFLG = I THEN PROCESS NEXT UNIT
ELSE CONTINUE
IF FREQDV = 0, THEN RESET
OTHERWISE, PROCESS NEXT UNIT
















































































































IF CLOCK _= 0 THEN PROCESS NEXTUNIT
IF CLOCK 0 THEN SET BIT IN RENFLG
(MEANS A REINFORCEMENT IS AVAILABLE AND WILL BE
GIVEN AT NEXT RE7PONS ET
B <- SHIFT RIGHT(B)
IF ALL NOT PROCESSED, LOOP BACK FOR ANOTHER
IF SESSION'S FREQDV = 0, THEN RESET
EL SE, RETURN T0"NAIN PROGRAM -
RESTORE SFRQDV TO BE COUNTED DOWN TO 0
DIVIDE 1141. BY 60 TO OBTAIN I MIN. TO
TEST SESSION TIME.
RESTORE 'MINUTE TO BE COUNTED DOWN TO 0
UPDATE SESSION TIMER
IF SESSION OVER, OUTPUT ACCUMULATED DATA
IF NOT, RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
NORMAL TERMINATION INDICATED BY C = 0
CLEAR SOLENOIDS
EARLY TERMI NAtION ENTRY POI-NT iC T
MASK INTERRUPT
PRINT ACCUMULATED DATA
************* ** **** ENO OF BIGBEN SR ******** **************************01054
)
/)








































































SAVEX <- X-- -
CALC. OFFSET W/IN REINFS TABLE
X <- X * 2
INCREMENT M' OF REINFORCEMENTS
NO. OF REINFS.=MAX. FOR THAT UNIT?





* THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED FROM RSPCIK SR AND RENCHK SR TO RECORD THE
* ISSUING OF A REINFORCEMENT. REGISTERS 8 AND X ARE PASSED INTO THIS SR TO
* INDICATE TO WHICH UNIT THE REINFORCEMENT IS TO BE ASSOCIATED AND RECORDED.
* REGISTER B, WHICH IS RETURNED UNCHANGED, CONTAINS A HIGH BIT AT ONE POSITION
* SO THAT, FOR INSTANCE, TC RECORD A REINFORCEMENT FOR UNIT THREE, ITS
* CONTENTS WOULD BE 0000 0100. REGISTERX, WHICH IS ALSO RETURNEDUNCHANGEO
* CONTAINS THE UNIT NUMBER MINUS~ONE, SO THAT IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE, IT WOULD
* CONTAIN THE INTEGER TWO.
* THE BIT SET IN B IS SET IN TRIGS. TRIGS IS PASSED TO 10_SR WHERE IT CAUSES _____
* THE ACTUAL.TRIGGERING OF A REINFORCEMENT. X IS USED TO OBTAIN THE OFFSET IN
* THE TWO TABLES: REINFS & REINMX. THE UNITS ELEMENT IN REINFS TABLE IS
* INCREMENTED BY ONE. THE NEW COUNT IN THIS ELEMENT IS COMPARED TO THE UNIT'S
* ELEMENT IN REINMX TABLE. IF THEY ARE NOT EQUAL, THIS SR RETURNS. IF THEY
* ARE EQUAL, THIS MEANS THAT THE ANIMAL HAS RECEIVED ALL OF ITS ALLOTTED
* REINFORCEMENTS. THE APPROPRIATE BIT IS SET IN LEDFLG WHICH IS PASSED TO
* MAXCHK TO TURN ON AN LED TO ALERT THE USER OF THISCONDITION. THE APPROPRIATE
* BIT IN RMXFLG IS ALSO SET TO BE PASSED INTO RSPCHK SR & BIGBEN SR SO THAT
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- - - - -
- ..-














































* OUTPUT SR *
* THIS CODE SEGMENT IS EXECUTED FROM BIGBEN SR AT THE END OF A SESSION TO
* PRINT, AT THE TERMINAL, THE RESULTS OF THE CURRENT SESSION. 'FINISH' IS
* PRINTED IF THE SESSION TERMINATED NORMALLY (STIME MADE IT TO ZERO) AND
* 'EARLY FINISH' IS PRINTED IF THE SESSION WAS PREMATURELY TERMINATED BY
* PRESSING THE RESET BUTTON ON THE COMPUTER AND THE PROGRAM RESTARTED AT $E000.
* A HEADING IS PRINTED, FOLLOWED BY THE UNIT NUMBER, NUMBER OF RESPONSES,
* AND NUMBER OF REINFORCEMENTS FOR EACH UNIT SERVICED DURING THE SESSION
* ACCORDING TO THE CONTENTS OF UNITS. AFTER ALL SESSION DATA HAS BEEN PRINTED,















































































































































































IF NORM. TERM., BRA NOTEAR
IF EARLY TERM., PRINT 'EARLY '











PRINT NUMBER OF RESPONSES
DIGIT COUNT IN B RETURNED BY PRINT SR





































30 LOX REINFS,X GET DATA
10 3R PR INT PRINT NUMBER OF ~-REINFURtENENTS
5F LOX SA VEX
_ -INX - INCREMENT'ADDRESSVALUE TC NEXT
INX
5F STX_ SAVEX
052A LDX #CRLF SKIP TO BEGINNING OF NEXT LINE
08 BSR POATA2
5C LDA B CCUNT+I HAS ALL DATA BEEN PRINTED?
67 C NP B UNITS IF YESBRA ASK
CC--- &NE ATOiV IF~NO;PRINT NEXT UNIT-S DATA_
6F BRA ASK
EO7E PDATA2 JMP POATAl INTERMEDIATE JUMP TO PDATA1
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01188 -_**************************************************************************
S Q1189 * -MYOUT S SR *
01190 ***************** * ******************************** *
01192 * THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY OUTPUT SR TO PRINT A SERIES CF SPACES. THE
01193 * OUTS SR IN THE MONITOR IS CALLED THE SAME NUMBER OF TIMES AS THE UNSIGNED
01194 * INTEGER IN 8 REGISTER. B IS ZERO UPON RETURN.
)
01196 09E1 BD EOCC MYOUTS JSR OUTS SKIP SPACESACCORDINGTO 8 REGISTER
01197 -- A - DEC -B -
01198 CSES 26 FA BNE MYCUTS
01199 09E7 39 RTS

















































































































































THIS SUBROUtINE V CALLED BY OUTPUT~R7 T- ~PTNT, ~AT THE -TERMT KAG RE ~
CONTENTS OF THE X REGISTER IN UNSIGNED DECIMAL INTEGER FORMAT. THE RANGE
OF NUMBERS IS 0 -> 65535 WITH THE FIRST CHARACTER POSITIONED AT THE CURSOR.
L E AIING1Eft AAE SUPPR ESSEDTEFIAUI40l-ZEftOIGIT S ANDAT S INGLE -ZERO IT -
PRINTED FOR X = 0. THE 48-BYTE DATA STRUCTURE TABLE I S REQUIRED FOR
EXECUTION OF THIS SR. THIS SR IS A MODIFICATION OF A SR WRITTEN BY
FtAN SSCD---W CUNAN. -- - -
*
PRtNT












































GET ADDRESS OF DECIMAL CONVERTION TABLE.
CLEAR THE STORAGEFOR THE RESULT OF CONVERSION.
GET MSB.
GET LSB.
ROTATE BOTH REGISTERS TO TEST EACH BIT IN CARRY.
IF CARRY = 0, DC NOT ADD.
SAVE THE NUMBERS.
GET LSD FROM TABLE.
SAVE THE TWO LSD AFTER THE DAA.
GET NEXT TWO DIGITS.
GET THE LAST TWO NUMBERS.
RESTORE THE NUMBER.
POINT TO THE NEXT POSITION ON THE TABL E.
IF A AND 8 ARE BOTH = 0, NO MORE ADDING IS NEEDED.





USED AS LEADING ZERO FLAG.




























































































































GET LEFT PART OF BYTE.
SEE IF ZERO..-
SEE IF THIS ZERO IS LEADING.
IF LEADING, DO NOT PRINT.
GET RIGHT PART OF BYTE.
MASK MSN OF BYTE.
SEE IF ZERO. __
SEE IF THIS ZERO IS LEADING.
IF LEADING, DO NOT PRINT.
SEE IF ALL 0S NAVE BEEN. PRINTED.
GET NEXT BYTE OR RETURN.
SEE IF ALL WERE LEADING ZEROS.
IF SO, PRINT A ZERO. -
GET ASCII CODE.









































THI SCED-SEGMENT IS EXECUTED AFTER OUTPUT SR THE IJSER IS ASKED IF -
* ANOTHER SESSION IS TO BE SET UP AND RUN. AN AFFIRMATIVE RESPONSE ('Y'S
* CASES THIS TO HAPPEN WHILE A NEGATIVE RESPONSE ('N') RESULTS IN A CONTROL
* TRANSFER'TO THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS MONITOR. EITHER RESPONSE MAY BE PRECEDED
* BY ONE OR MORE BLANKS. IF A RESPONSE IS NEITHER 'Y' OR 'N', THE QUESTION
* ('ANOTHER?') IS REITERATED.
ASK LOX 9PMSG7 PRINT 'ANOTHER?'
8SR PEATA2
JSR SINEEE INPUT REPLY-WAIT FORASCII -"$20
CMP A E'Y=Y?
BEQ AGIN IF YES, BRANCH AGAIN
CMP A D'N IF NO, ='N'?
B EQ E IFYWO RE
LDA A #t'? IF NO, PRINT '?' AND GUESS AGAIN
JSR OUTEEE
BRA ASK
AGIN JMP SESHUN JUMP TO BEGINNING OF VISORP
NOMERE JMP MONI TR JUMP TO MONITOR
******************************* END OF ASK SR ****************************
01320 **************#***********************#*****************************
01321 * INTRPT SR*
01322 ************************************************************** ***** **
01324 * THIS CCDE SEGMENT IS EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY AFTER EVERY INTERRUPT REQUEST.
01325 * WAIFLG IS ALWAYS ZERO PRIOR TO INTRPT'S EXECUTION SO THAT COMPLEMENTING
01326 * SETS IT TO $FF. THE READ FROM MAXOUT RESETS THE INTERRUPT REQUEST CONTROL
01327 * LINE ON THE SYSTEM BUSS TO HIGH.
01329 OA6A 73 0055 INTRPT COM WAIFIG TOGGLE WAIFLG TO FF (SHOWS IRQ OCCURED)
01330 OA6D B6 8012 LDA A MAXOUT RESET IRQ BY READING MAXOUT
01332 CA7C 38 RTI RETURN FROM INTERRUPT
01334 ************************ END OF INTRPT SR *******# *******************
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01336 OE00 ORG $OEOO
01337 OE4 E-7 o-J P EARL Y ~-E- IE' TIEE E~DRE--
01336 END
TOTAL ERPCRS 0
1t ....-- -- ------- ----------
_ _-- . - ..-- -...- .. . . - - -.... . .
- ...-.-- -- -- --- ----- -. '------ .- --
I- ------ - -----_____ ___ -- - - . . - - -- ...- --..--- am.-.-------- - ---- ___-_---- . - -"' "--.-- - - - - - - - --- _ _ __.-- - . - .--- - - . -
4
)
.. -- -- --
4E-- - -- - - - - - - - - - -
--- - --- -- -
- -- - - -
- -- --- --- -
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LISTING CF OBJECT FILE
04AO 00 00 01 00 00 02 00 00 04 00 0 0 00 600 1600 *
04B0 00 32 00 00 64 00 01 28 00 02 56 00 05 12 00 10 *
04C0 24C0 20 48 00 40 960C 81 92 01 63 84 03 27 68 *
0400 00 OAOA OAOA OA 56 49 53 4F 52 5000 0A OA 04 *
04E0 54 41 52 54D00 OAOA 04 46 49 4E 49 53 48OD 0A*
04F0 07104 43 48 41 40D42 45 52 04 52.45 53504F 4E *
0500 53 45 53 04 52 45 49 4E 46 4F 52 43 45 40 45 4E *
0510 54 53 CD OA 04 00 OA 41 4E 4F 54 48 45 52 3F 04*
0520 OA OD 45 41 52 4C 59 20 04 3F OD OA 04 *
0600 01 CF 8D 10 D 35 80 64 0E 96 55 27 FC 7F 00 55*
)i 0610 BD C8 58 80 08 8A BD 08 BF BD 08 F1 B 09 00 20 *
0620 E8 CE FF AD FF80 12 7F 80 12 86 FF C6 04 F7 80 *
0630 1987 eO 1A F7 80 1B B7 80 1A 39 CE 00 00 6F 00 *
)h 0640 08 8C 00 AO 26 F8 86 04 97 67 CE 03 FF DF 69 CE *
0650 52 CD OF 76 CE CB B9 OF 78 CE OA 6A FF AO 00 86 *
0660 1E 57 57 86 14 97 56 86 3C 97 58 39 CE 04 0080*
067C EO 7E 8D 07 B6 81 23 26 067E 07 56 BO 0786 81 *
0680 53 26 03 7E 07 CB 81 54 26 03 7E 07 70 81 5E 26 *
0690 05 31 31 7E 06 04 81 58 26 03 7E EO E3 81 31 2C *
06A0 02 20 45 80 30 91 67 2E F8 97 SE 7A 00 5E 5F 00 *
06B0 59 4A 26 FC 53 D4 53 D7 53 BD El AC 81 20 26 28 *
06C0 C6 04 8007 94 E6 6E A6 60 OF 5F DE 50 E7 00 BD *
0600 07 C5 AB 00 A7 00 DE 5F 5F A6 6C 27 OE C6 64 81 *
06 E0 01 27 08 58 81 02 27 03 7E 07 CO DE SD EB 00 25 *
06F0 F7 E7 00 C6 03 BD 07194 E6 6E A6 60ODE 50 E7 08 *
0700 BD 07 C5 AB 08 81 55 22 DF A7 08 78 00 5E C6 04 *
0710 BD 07194 E6 6E A6 60 OF SF DE 50 E7 11 BD 07 C5 *
0720 AB 11 A7 11 DE 5F A6 6C DE 50 BD 07 C5 5F A7 10 *
0730 48 48 59 AB810 48 59 AS811 A7 11 C9 00 E7 10 96 *
0740 5E 44 4C 5F0D 59 4A 26 FC OA 53 07 53 CE 05 2A *
0750 BD EQ 7E 7E 06 7C BD 07 86 81 31 2D 04 81 38 2F *
0760 09 CE 05 29 BD E0 7E 7E 06 72 80 30 97 67 20 DD *
0770 C6 C4 80 20 A6 60 80 40 AB 6E 97 74 5F A6 6C 27 *
0780 GB C6 64 81 01 27 05 58 81 02 26 34-08 74.23 30*
0790 07 57 2089 4F 97 6C 97 60CE FF FF80 18 81 30*
07AO 20 1C 81 39 2E 18 80 30 08 SA 27 12 Al 6E 80 El *
0780 AC 81 20 26 E9 39 80 El AC 81 20 27 F9 39 31 31 *
07CO CE 05 29 20 8B 16 48 48 1B 48 39 06 53 96 67 4C *
0700 4A 54 25 FC 40 26 E9 96 67 SF 00 59 4A 26 FC 07 *
07EO 68 CE 04 EO 80 E0 7E 80 01 39 CE 00 00 A6 00 E6 *) 07FO 08 80 OC A7 40 86 14 A7 48 08 9C 66 26 EF 39 97 *
0800 7A OF 5F DE 69 A6 AO 09 8C FF FF 26 03 CE 03 FF*
0810 OF 69 DE 5F 97 71 07 72 86 F8 97173 4F 5F 58 49 *
0820 78 CO 72 24 04DB 71189 00 7C 0073 26 FO 97 74 *
0830 0775 58 49 DB 75 99 74 78 00 79 79 00 7879 00 *
0840 77 79 0076 24OE C6 01 DA 7907 79 16 967A 10 *
0850 24 08 4F 39 9B 7A 24 02 86 FF 39 86 80 18 43 26 *
0860 04 S7 59 20OA 16 73 00 59 94 59 07 59 9754 86 *
0870 FF 87 80 1A 96 6B 27 11 86 01 95 68 26 03 48 20 *
0880 F9 43 87 80 IA 94 68 97 68 39 96 54 97 7C 27 2E *
0890 06 68DE 66 09 D554 27 2005 50 26 1C A6 00 26 *
08A0 03 80 09 4C OF SF OF SC 78 00 5E DE 50 A6 21 88 *) 0880 01 A7 21 24 02 6C 20DE 5F 54 26 08 07 54 39 96 *
08CO 52 27 20 96 7C 27 29 D6 68 DE 66 09 05 52 27 10 *
0800 05 7C 27 19 17 43 94 52 97 52 86 14 A7 48 8D 6C *
08E0 D7 SA A6 00 E6 08 BD 07 FF D6 5A A7 40 54 26 0B *
1 08F0 39 96 51 27 OA 9A 78 97 78 87 80 12 7F 00 51 39 *
0900 06 68DE 66 09 A6 00 27 19 05 52 26 15 05 50-26 *
0910 11 6A 48 26OD 86 14 A7 48 6A 40 26 05 17 9A 52*
0920 97 52 54 26 OF 7A 00 56 26 12 86 14 97 56 7A 00 *
0930 58 26 09 86 3C 97 58 7A 00 57 27 O1 390OC 86FF*
0940 87 80 1A 31 31 20 01 0C 01 OF 20 2E 17 9A 6B 97 *
0950 68 DF SF OF 5D 78 00 5E DE 5D A6 31 88 01 A7 31 *
0960 24 02' 6 030 A 11 26 OF A6 30 Al 10-26 69717 9A *
)L 0970 51 97 51 9A 50 97 50 OE 5F 39 24 05 CE05 20 80 *
0980 50 CE 04 E8 80 58 C6 0A 80 57 CE 04 F2 804F C6*
; 0OA8 ECE 04 FA 80 46 C6 08 80 45 CE 05 04 80 *)1 09A0 3D CE CO 00 DF SB DF 5F DE 5F 7C 005CC6 0D8D *
0980 30 86 30 9B 5C 8D El D1 C6OF 80 25 EE 20 80 28 *
09CC 50 CB 17 l8D COE 5F EE 30 80 10 OE 508 08 OP *
0900 5F CE 05 2A 8D008 06 5C 01 67 26 CC 20 6F 7E EO *
09E0 7E 00 E0 CC 5A 26 FA 39 OF 61 CE 04 AO4F 97 63 *
09F0 97 64 97 65 D6 61 96 62 54 46 24 19 37 36 A6 02 *
) OA0O 98 65 19 97 65 A6 01 99 64 19 97 64 A6 00 99 63 *
OA10 19 97 63 32 33 08 08 08 4D 26 DD 50 26 DA 5F CE *
0A20 0 6AC6 00 44 44 44 44 26 03 30 27 .0280 17 A6 *
0A30 00 840F 26 03 50 27 02 800C 08 8C 00 66 26 E2 *
0A 40 50 26 02 80 01 39 88 3C0 BD El 01 5C 39 CE 05 15 *
0A50 80 8C 80 07 86 81 59 27 08 81 4E 27 OA 86 3F 80 *
OA 60 El 01 20E9 7E 06 02 7E EO E3 73 00 55 86 80 12 *
OA70 38*




































































































































































































































program listing and output
prepared for





Note: Each run of NORMIiEX produces a unique set of output
(the static table called VALUES in NOFJIHEX). The last 3
pages of the following 22 pages contains the actual
data base, in hexadecimal, used by the DEVIAT ALC subroutine
and all testing programs which followed (NORNTEST and DISTRIB).
*PL/C SORMGIN=(2,80,1),TIME=(5,0)
* PT ONS IN EPA E 0 ,T ME =(005,000) ,ERRORS=( O- - - -)- -SORMG--(0 2 08 o, o-1),LINE cN o uN My ;
*OPT IONS IN EFFECT* FLAGWNOXREF,NOATR,NOLI STUDEFSOURCE,NDUMPNDUMPARRAYM9 COMMENTS CHECK
). PL/C-R6.6000 02/28/79 21:20 PAGE
STMT LEVEL NE$T BOCK SURCE STATEMENT.-
ID FIELD
10 .. ........... /* - NORMHEX /- - - -
1* GENERATE RANDOM NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED VALUES (UNSIGNED) AND CONVERT TO HEX*/WHERE FF IS 3_STD. DEV. FROM MEAN 0 *-
1 
____ SAMPLES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);
1 DCL (MEAN,STDDEV) FIXED(9,3), VALUES(1024) FIXED(6), ((I,J) FIXED,
' (X,Y) FIXED(10,10)) BINARY, HEXVALUE CHAR(2) VARYING, HEXCONV(0:15) CHAR(1)
NORMAL ENTRY RETURNS(FIXED(6)),LINES(-
2 55:255) BINARY INIT((5110),SUMOF_THESQUARES FIXED(8) INIT(0);
23 1
4 1 1
5. 1 1 1
31 6 1 T_ ~ T -
13 1 2 1
33 9 _ 1 1 1












* USE 'TIME' AS RANDOM SEED */
GET ~R NGi TIME) ED ItX ) (F(9,9)) ;
1* FILL ARRAYWITH NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED VALUES */
DO I=LBOUND(VALUES, 1) TO HBOUND(VALUES,1) ;VALUES(I) = NORMAL ;
IOJ=1 Y 1YwHILE (VALUES(I) > 255 VALUES I < -255);-VALUES(I) = NORMAL; END;
SUM_OF_THE SQUARES SUMOF_THESQUARES + VALUES(I I)**2;
* PRINT DECIMAL VALUES */
PUT LIST('DECIMALS); PUT SKIP(2);
PUTLIST( VALUES);
/* CALCULATE MEAN */
MEAN =SUM(VALUES) /DIM (VALUES,1);
/* CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION */
STDDEV=SQRT(( SUMOFTHESQUARES-DIM(VALUES,1)*MEAN**




STMT LEVEL NEST BLOCK SOURCE STATEMENT PL/C-R6.6000 02/28/79 21:20 PAGE
- - - - 10 FIELD
/* FILL ARRAY LINES *-
16 1 1 DO I=LBOUND(VALUES,1 TO HBOUND(VALUES,1);19 1 1 J=-21 TO 2 5 5 HILE-(VALUES(I) J; END; - -- - -
-_-19 1 1 1 LINES(J) = LINES(j + 1;20 1 1END;
1 1.. - 1 PUT PAGE LIST('DISTRIBUTIONP OA ; PUT SKIPI)
-~ 
- - ~ 1 -- 1ON ENDPAGE:
/* GRAPH DISTR. HISTCGRAPH */




-1 1. 1 PUT SKIPEDITISUBSTR(REPEAT* 3 LINES(I*)(F(45 -X(1)A-2T.. 1. 1 1. END; 
____ 
____F4),I1)A
28 1 1 ON ENDPAGE SYSTEM;1 1 PUT SKIP(15)DATA(LINES(O)};
2
/* NORMHEX */ 
PL/C-R6.6000 02/28/79 21:20 PAGE
STMT LEVEL NEST BLOCK SOURCESTATEMENT --_----_- ~ 
- FIELD
- MAKE VALUES UNSIGNED BEFORE CONVERSION TO HEX */
S . 30 1 1 VALUES ABS(VALUES);_ ---
31 1 PUT PAGE LIST(OCONVERSION TO HEXADECIMAL'); PUT SKIP(2);
9 1 DO I=L80UND(VALUES,1) 1TO HBOUND(VALUES,1);
._......... 
* .. TRANSLATE 1ST HEX DIGIT .. *1 __ _ --___
11 DO J=240 TO 0 BY -16 WHILE (VALUES(I) < J); END;




1* TRANSLATE 2ND HEX DIGIT */ - -
10 1 DO J=15 TO 0 BY -1 WHILE (VALUES(I) < JI; END;03  1 1 1 HEXVALUE = HEXVALUE II HEXCONV(J);--
-1* PRINT CONVERSION */
41 1 1 1 PUTLIST(HEXYAUE;
42 1 END -
-- 
- - ---
-* SR THAT RETURNS SCALED NORM. DISTR. VALUE */
43 1 1 NORMAL: PROC RETURNS(F IXED(6))
N 43 E R WC~RETURN ATTRIBUTE$ OVERRIDE DEFAULT
Y=RAND(X); X=RAND(Y); 
----
3 44 2 3 - -IF X0 TEN~X=RAND() FY=0 THEN Y=BAND (Y) ;
50 2 350 2 3 RETURN (ROUNOILOGIX) * SIN(6.28319 * Y) * 124901)9)--) -
1 2 3 END NORMAL;
4352 1~ 1 _ END $AMPLES;
) -__
) WARNING CGOC NO FILE SPECIFIED. SYSIN/SYSPRINT ASSUMED.
WARNING CG13 RAND BUILT-IN FUNCTION USED. - -
1 N1V-U~ UTTN ~UNCTfON US ED.
"WARNING CG13 RAND BUILT-IN FUNCTION USED.






















































1 34 36 2 102 - -51 82 -113
-11 -78 -150 31 -1
2 177 249 162 -_ _ - 25
-37 -80 41 2 83
163 -75 41 -96 68
-77 ---- 1-16 -33 -16
112 128 -165 -67 136
-107 30 -57 30 -207
-134 37 50 -12 -19
-198 12 32 -118 -180_
.11 -145 91 8 64
33_-3 -64 13 -249
-216 -28 237 -78 23
49 24 23 -88 7
99 -69 29 -42 ____-__-21
-18 145 -8 58 -28
-101 -105 155 46 70
193 -17 -111 -26 128--'.
63 - 64 -46 60 1-
74 - 5 -38 -43 177 4
38 -_-_ -51 8 -33 0
-23 -97 41 -1 -54
122 116 20 -58 -89
-99 15 -75 -4 13
0 -118 -12 4 18
0 -11 62 -108 -228
30 -19 44 -- 40 ___-5
-128 60 -145 0 135
-26 76 4 -83 18
88 128 23 16 100
-148 -13 41 64
-107 -3 -10 -55 86
-4 97- 79 -71 _- __- -24
87 0 48 -57 -15
175 10 68 44 -8
117 -15 9 ___ -78 35--
-28 8 -10 2 5
-2 -3 93 -24 52
-80 -26 -37 _-71 -31
0 - - -167 -166 -35 -59
0 -78 -45 43 0
-66 18 169 110 3
31 -149 -57 66 -57
-90 -39 68 -56 -36
-10 168 0 __-7 __-___ -13
-32 -191 -53 5 -109
-16 -88 1 91 -82
-24 37 -28 -1__ 21 ______
12 -137 46 31 22
-244 92 125 -27 44
-148 26 65 30 195
32 -3 -62 -56 -50
21 13 -3 56 94
5 -53 16 -5 162
-140 -102 6 -71 170
8 -130 194 -4 -216
69 -29 -46 103 126
-206--




--41 -13 - 95 178 151
-179 236 11 -
107 18 852 - --1 18--- ----- -- 7
-25 -23 577
-110-5 -64 77
6 -- 15 -76 -2457
6 -- -14 12 51 7
-155 124 -213 -22 -78










'43 246 -61 -3
-21 -12 2 0
16 -- 968 112S29 -21 -211 - -6-
-9 4 - 1 _ -2 2-4 8-.1 - - --- - -
-11 - -1 -25 --
-- -- 14-
144 -215
) 210 21 2 -8
,-4---- 
-48 7
-1 26 2 17















136 9 -249 -139- 134 -- - 3-24
-- 61 17
)0 -1 9 8 _ 1 2-.--7- - --6 3 _-4






0 -___ 0-118 __ ___
0- -- 1
-37- 30 -19
). . . . ..- 2-128 - --
67-26 7269
-15 88 1
128 -4 - -148 -- 5-3
-264 8-4 
-
-586 -127 4 9
-- -- 2 1 6
-52 -15 -11715
<) .4458-8 03117 0-1 58



























2 5 11 -2
-24 52 52 -80
-71 -31 48_ 0
-3$ - -59 -48 -0
43 0 -13 -66
1_0 3 59 31
66 -57 -141 -90
-56 -36 -110 -10
- 1 _-13 .---.- -9 . . -32
5-10 9 17 -16
41 -82 -19 -24
-1_21 -146 12
31 22 -7 -244
-2T.... 44 -71 -148
195 0 32
-56 -5w -4 21
56 94 48 5
-5 162 -5 -140
-71 -170-20 8
-4 -216 80 69
103 126 -87- 7
-206 -15 1 -43
145 -23 1 -3
-8 -43 41 -13
8 - -- - --39 - 9 - - - - - - -- - 179
151 -22 1 107
8-25 -25 -23
17 5 14 -110
77 4 15 76
25 -187 59 -14
-57 174 -155 124
7 64 22 27
-78 2 -6 -18
-19 -22 -1 -58
7 29 88 -189
51 20 24 1
-3--- 1 ..........0 --21
0 -1 29 -211
95 -39-85 -196
-14 95 -99 -15
6 -53 94 -81
15 36 -6 116
4 5 184 144
34 36 2 10
-5 _ 182 -113
-78 -150 -1-1
177 249 162 25
-80 41 2 83
-75 41 -96 68
1 16 -33 -16
128 -165 -67 136
30 -57-30 -207

























































6 -250 __ .- - --
9 -Z4- -
1 -- 2481 -4 6. -. - .-..-..---.....-..--- -.--..-.-.---......---...- .-.




























































I -190__ _____ __







S- " _S- "p_











- 1 6 0- --.
-156-- --) -155 ****
3)





. :. 39 ****--
-138
-137_****
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IN STMT 52 PROGRAM RETURNS FROM MAIN PROCEDURE
_. + _ 
.
ALL ACTIVE BLOCKS AND SCALAR AUTOMATIC VARIABLESLOCK 8 1 (MAIN PROCEDURE)
2 E ~tARS 7557l63X=0841025 STD.DEVU 8.940 HEXVALUEX13' Y= 0.2988 X 0.84470EANm 
-1.432
LAEL/ENTRY STMT COUNT LABEL/ENTRY STMT COUNTRMAL 0043 01092 SAMPLES 0001 00001 -
- -
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- 3039->0038) 0038->0042->0033 0014*(0035>OO30038->0040-0042->00330 033->0043 0052->00+ " -CRUSAG.EIBytES):- SYMBOL TABLE 2876, OBJECT CODE 4432, STATIC AND EXTERNAL STORAGE 0000, AUTOMATIC STORG
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D J=1 TO ITER; HE LOOP THAT CWMSUNj T O. THE
1* I CONTAINS THE UNIT (PARAMETER PAIR) THAT THIS ITERATION WILL NERA *1 * A VALUE FOR. I IS RANDOM VARIABLE FRONT 1 TO THE VALUE OF UN I-/--- 
-I-i+ UNITS * RAND(X);
X = RAND )1
T VALUES( POINTR) * 3 SD(1) / 256;
/* MAINTAIN THE POINT OFFSETIN THE SAMPLE DATA BASE. /IF POINTR * 0 THEN POINTS HBOUNIVALUES.15-1. ~~~ELSE FOUNTR = POINfTl - 1: 
_____________16
T T .. VI(I) + T * _RNOSGN(B);1
IF T > 255 THEN T = 255;
IF T < 0 T H EN T o ;0 ;~--F-T-
A T AT'#2 lF B -32 THEN B 1 ;
ELSE B_. B + 
-
1* RECORD STATISTICAL DATA FOR THIS ITERATION. 
- 1TIMESI) 
- TIMES(I3 + 1;
SUMNI) 
- SUM(IL + T;
SIAP1$.U =. SUMSQ(I)+ T **;-
.7 ENDI 
- .--- 
_ _ _ 
_ _
3J 1* "ON CONDITION' BLOCK-PRINTS HEADING AT TOP OF PAGE





(COL414) ,A.COLE38) VA9COL451)tAPCOLI85),ACOL(98),A); 
-- 
- ---PUT SKIP EOIT('CASE'. 'SA PLES' 'VI', 'MEAN', 'Z ERROR', '1SO','ISD',
(COL(4)AICOL.15 ACOLL40,ACOL(51).AACOL64)AtCO(86) AOL(99)A~COL(1LO, tAl; PUT SKIP (2);
ENDLS4
_PUT PAGE EDI T[ '*** M6800 ALC EVAI-SR- S IMULAT ION ***S B[ COL_(47_._ 
_





* CALCULA TE RESULTS- E-EACH LERAIgNAND-PRIN RESULTS 
-_._ 
- -DO 1=1 TO UNITS;
MEAN FLOA TI SUMI II L_ FAT-T' ES LjUL-- 
- ---
DEV a SQRT((SUNSO(I) - TIMES(I1 * MEAN ** 21(TIMES(I)--1)1 
- -
- -
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The VI Schedule of Reinforcement Program
This paper discusses the test rationales and results
associated with testing the VI Schedule of Reinforcement
Program (VISORP). See the paper: Functional Description
of the VI Schedule of Reinforcement Program,for information
about the program itself. The following is organized into
three parts:,.pre-session, post-session, and session. The
discussion of pre-session concerns the testing of the
parts of the program performed before the VI schedule is
executed (ie. session set up, eg. initialization), the
post-session concerns the testing of the parts of the
program performed after the VI scedule is executed (eg.
output results), and the session deals with the testing
of the parts of the program that perform the execution
of the VI schedule.
PRE-SESSION
To test the initialization operation performed before
each session, I executed the subroutines that do the
initialization and then observed the results by using the
monitor's (SLIARTBUG) memory examine function. I observed
that the initializations--zeroing a section of lower
memory for variable work space, assigning default parameters
(eg. length of session), initializing each subject's timer
(clock), and configuring the interfaces--were performed
as expected. (The timer initialization is done after the
-1-
-2-
user has defined the time interval characteristics from
the terminal; the other initializations are done immediately
upon execution of VISORP.)
The parameter definition operation was tested in a
similar manner. I executed the main subroutine responsible
for accepting data from the terminal (this subroutine is
called INPUT), supplying a variety of input values and
combinations of values, and then observing the contents
of memory to see if they agreed with what I had entered.
INPUT detected and indicated out-of-range values and
invalid characters, performed the required base conversion
(base 10 to base 2) on numeric data, and stored all data
in the appropriate locations in memory. I was also able
to direct the flow of control from INPUT (restart INPUT,
end VISORP, or execute a session) with no trouble.
POST-SESSION
The post-session operation--mainly the displaying of
session results--was tested initially by setting the
contents of memory where the results would be accumulated
to various values using the monitor's memory change function,
executing the principle subroutine responsible for output
(called OUTPUT), and observing the displayed values on the
CRT to compare them with the values I entered. OUTPUT
retrieved all data (accumulated responses and reinforcements
for each subject) from the appropriate locations in memory,
performed the required base conversion (base 2 to base 10),
and displayed the results in the designed tabular form.
The displayed values agreed with the corresponding contents
of memory. I was later able to use data generated by a
manually simulated session inste ad of directly setting
the contents of memory using the monitor. "Raal" data,
of course, did not result in modified (or improved)
performance from the OUTPUT subroutine--I just felt
increased satisfaction with the new evidence that the
entire system worked together.
SESSION
The part of VISORP that performs the session schedule
was tested by connecting the feeder mechanism's coil
and the metal bar's switch of a rat chamber to the PIO
board (see the paper: The Parallel-Input/Output Board).
During execution of a session, I would manipulate the
metal bar in the chamber and, listen for the coil to
fire, indicating a reinforcement had been given.
If I had entered 0 for the unit's VI (mean time interval)
and any value for the dispersion, the coil would fire
immediately after each press on the bar, with no apparent
time interval between the two actions (continuous reinforcement
or CRF). When I would enter a non-zero VI (eg. 10) and a
dispersion (SD) of zero, with a rate of response (pressing
bar) of about 3 Hz, the coil would fire at regular intervals
according to the previously entered VI--ten seconds
between firings for a VI of 10. This is called a fixed
interval schedule of reinforcement. I ran several sessions
with non-zero VI's and dispersions. For instance, with a
VI of 30 seconds and one standard deviation from the
mean (SD) of 15 seconds, while maintaining the same 3 Hz
rate of response manually, the coil would fire sometimes
before and sometimes after 30 seconds had elapsed between
firings. As I decreased the SD value in subsequent sessions,
the firings tended to occur closer to the VI (mean time
interval), while increasing the SD value resulted in the
coil tending to fire with greater deviation from the VI.
All of the above was done with one rat chamber interfaced
to one of the eight I/O channels. I performed trials using
each of the eight channels separately with consistently
similar results. Testing more than one chamber using VISORP
at one time was immpossible since I only had one rat
chamber available. To simulate more than one chamber, I
set up VISORP to monitor, for instance, four chambers,
and by moving the I/O wires, which are between the PIO
board and chamber, first to one channel and then to
another on the PIO board, I "faked out" the program
into believing there were four chambers using VISORP.
I performed this simulation for several combinations
of parameters for each chamber as I had for just the one
chamber described above. As far as I could tell, each chamber
-5-
was serviced separately by VISORP--the responses and
reinforcements occuring in one chamber did not effect
another chamber's service.
When the coil fired u to the maximum number of
reinforcements allowed, specified by the usor before
the session, the proper LED on the PIFG/AVI board (see the
paper: The Presettable Interrupt Frequency Generator/
Audio-Visual Indicator Board) would light up, indicating
which unit, or chamber, had reached its limit, and the
piezo-electric transducer would beep.
The heart of VISORP, and what made it so much harder
to write than a simpler schedule of reinforcement (eg.
fixed interval), is the subroutine called DEVIAT. This
subroutine returns random, normally distributed values
according to a given mean and dispersion passed into it.
Up till now, I have described how I tested VISORP without
attempting to analyze the time intervals produced in
VISORP via DEVIAT. I merely confirmed by observation, that,
basically, the program was working with no blatant flaws
in its time interval generation and overall logic. To
analyze DEVIAT more closely, I simulated its use in VISORP
with two PL/I programs running on an IBM 360/50.
The first program, called NORMiTEST, simulates a total
of 936 different combinations of VIs and SDs, ranging
from 0 to 255 for VI and 85 for SD, both in increments
of 5. Each case is a sample run with unique parameters.
NORMITEST may be used to observe trends in error, such as
the increase in error of VI as VI decreases. To find the
error produced by a particular pair of parameters, say
VI of 30 and SD of 15, look for the VI in the column
labeled GIVEN VI. Next, look over to the left under the
column labeled GIVEN 1SD for the SD. This line will have
the % error for the VI and SD. In the above case, the VI
and SD error is shown to be .1284/ and 7.08860, respectively.
Note that these errors are not exactly what you should
expect when using the DEVIAT subroutine--they are examples,
or ball park figures of what you may experience. NORTEST
is designed to give you an idea of the order of magnitude
of error for particular VI's and SD's produced by DEVIAT.
The second program, called DISTRIB, produces a histograph
of the occurrence of time intervals for a given VI and SD.
I have included a few printouts to graphically show the
distibution. The "piling up" near 0 and 255 is more abrupt
than I had anticipated, though overall, the distributions
are what I expected.
NORMTEST
program listing and output
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,* _NORMTESTSIMULATESIH.E USE- ETIE SUBROUTINE DEYVIA.JN TflE-PROGRAM L.------------------- - - -
F* VISORP.
2 / THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES A TOTAL OF 936 DIFFERENT INATIONS;OF V2', */
* AND SD'S. RANGING FROM 0 TO 255 FOR VI AND 0 Tf 85 --'--_-_ -
/* INCREMENTS OF 5. EACH CASE IS A SAMPLE RUM WITh UNL ..- PARAMIEMTERSa_ - -
TEST :PROC OPT IONS (MAIN -
DCL FX F _______:_102__1
N INIT(16),RNDSN.(32#" ITER, %MITS, Js.POINTR I 1023)1. T..
INIT (.1 BIN fIXED (3" HEXi(0:15 CHAR 1I I-('0 , 2_ '3%45 - -
, I 'F' Ft4IL RT INITI 1
U* R N D SG N I S A N A R R A Y U S E D T O S I M U L A T E A F O U R B Y T E D A T A A S E C O N T A I N I MG * 1NT AI N N G ._ _
* RANDOM 145 AND 0'. - - ---- -- s ----- ----
GET LIST(RNDSGN);
21 PUT LIST19ST ATIC *VALUES" TABLE WITH 10-4 ELEMENTS'-WJ -
PUT SKIP LI ST (' ROM MAJOR CRER' 1
PUT SKIP LIST('FORMAT: DCM-HX'. PUT SKIP;
ON ENDPAGE;
* READ.IN THE SAMPLE DATA BASE ONE VALUE AT A TIRE AND CONVERT TO BASE 10 *
DO I=LBOUND(VALUES,1) TO HBOUND(VALUES"1;
PIT LISTIBYTE- --- -__ -
1* FIRST HEX DIGIT */- ______ END; -_-_~
-DO J= 0TO 15 WHILE (SUBSTR(BYTE,1,11 , HEX(J END;
VALUES(I) = J * 16;
1* SECOND HEX DIGIT */
DO J0 TO 15 WHILE (SUBSTR(BYTE,2 ,- HEX(JIR; END;
YS t I 1 =V ALUE$ tII-L- -J- -- -
----- ~-- --
N = N + 1;
_ 








ON ENDPAGESYSTEM--. -- - - - - -- - - -
PUT SKIP(3) LIST( 'SIMULATED BITS IN RNOSGN');
PUT SIP(21 EIT (0..--ELAT_.RNDS GN _/ 2-3-__ -_-_-
GCT LIST UNITSS;
/* ?TH VALUE OF -NI TS DETERMINES THE LENGTH OF SEVERAL AfY1DYNAM_ BEGIJ CL. IytiUNITSI,-SD-NIlITS t(TIMES(UNITSIa SUM(UNITSi --
SUMSQ(UNITSI) INIT((UNITS)O)) BIN FIXED(313;





E k&SLE EagI - ANqn/ vlfIIl *Z O:106
PUT EDIT(EMOR, S(I), OEVtCOLI61I,F(1O,4),
COLI87DFI2),COL(95), F(10,6)1;
IF SOlID = 0 THEN ERROR a 0;
E0$E ERROR a ( - QEV / $Dtl I * 00'.
4 #
,,: PUT ED I TERROttOLtlOTl):,PRILO tfl
Ps TP
a'
I It." " t f10 IV v v v 0
rr- r-
E .R O VU A N ; . .. .. . .....- . ...............- ..- _. .. :... - _. ...- - . ..
AGEV





- %4 -- ---
- c-- - .
,ma .y - - --- -- -- , - - -- -- -- . a. - -.-- . a\-. -- -- "*- -- .r- - *+- *a---- ^-" J--""," '' u-,-- -. "--.--- - -"" -n -"--- - "
It
r,_ ., - .
STATIC "VALUES" TABLE WITH 1024 ELEMENTS
ROW MAJOR ORDER
FQRMAT: CCM-HX
47=2F 27=18 212=04 49=31 55=37 15=6F 56' 39=27 .r4-68 29=1C 301E 17211 
9409 8959 8050
~~i1~7 l15 24J~1398. ~ A41~ 3~~422~Zk4. 5_3 
3:sF 34=22 89=59 86=54 7=07
j' - '- 7 215 24 1 1.39=88 -46 24 1a - # I2s 239=27 58=3A i153-99 22-16 
5=05 1=01
< 3=03 32=20. 26=1A 70=46 38=26 53=35 1 27-18 1 1 39=27 A 15=99 22=16 405 
1=09
_._24=18 0=00 28=1C 84=54 98=62 93=50 -6-183= - __==02 8151 5=C736=24 35=23 0-A 215=CF
54=36 60=3C 216=08 67=43 000 47=2F 165 ._ 7=07 2 212=2 4107=6 
2 4 3=24 3=23 24=OA 150F
68=44 12=48 207=CF 62=3E 80=50 32=20 33421 22=16 4=39 213D 2 4 1=0 
2 2 24=18 12=OC
0=00 63=3F 1=01 54=36 14=0E 123=78 274xS 18=12 .73 1 4=BC 1201 12157 10=02 14=2 5=O6
13 142 8E 10=0A11=7Q_18.1.7 X3789 5 5. 0 192=C0 7__0 E 24=18 13=0 1 5=AF 45=20 6=06
o3927 .. 108=6C 38=26 53=35. 98=62 2=02 28a _ 27=18 740 Q=5Q.56=38 J5-=9C 5436 3=03 6=06
I 6_8=58 17-11 93=5D 13=00. 35=23 83_53 35=23 .1=51 , 4=4A 9 5=05 - 5=05 26=7E 41= 120E
4 1 7  149_4 -.- 3QI .4=05 13=05 21=15 35= 428E
Z0 1=8 9=1 32 684lli1 0.6 5436 0=00 
1 a01 31=1IF 13,00 10=OA 92= n417
)4 11=08 10=0A 214=06 1652t5 2=02 6743 40=28 127=7F 88 4 b 2=.52 8=*45922t6T=w4
7E-- ___ 4=04 136.8.8216 _ 221.1)67Z=48 .14_=x .-. 1237T.@ 13 20=DQ. 
2=1 35 1=01:452D - 613P
F =0 248 =...__1=0@ . 2-4.239 27 4 94 .1-5170=AA 69=45 b=06 35=23
=116F 11=OB 24218 4830 10 =1 2D  
=D V= T _ 1116 4 1=8 9=2 70
I =1C 31=1F 82_52 179=A3 .9=09 12=00 37T25 20=14 39227 2=4 =4C5=05 70A 95 
6=06 323
-_ 38=26 -130 4li=49E_ OQ2 
2= 3 3 75 523 94E 8=0 195 C3_ 0=00 121=79
15-OF 48=30 5739 '7207 784E 19=1-3 T07 51=33 3=03 0=00 94-SE 14-E 8 606 
150 42=04
5=05 77=40 261A 18=12 1610 30=18 2.02 0-00 10-OA 58=3A 2719 138w1k 16'4C 45=20 
2-02
= 9=D.20.1.1=1 9=27 -95.- 5F 52 -3
2971= 20=14 18=Q2 1=01 39=27 95=5 52=34 352 5 4=2A 158=3A 46=2E 26=1A 60=3C 43=2
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62 6=k =C 4=8
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24-18 70=46 35=23 43=28 109=6 66=42 55=37 707 5=05 
90=5A 1=01 31=1F 27=18 30=1E 55=37
-- 24=05. 71=4 4=04 4102. _204=CC 144=902 =08 X08 1201 24=18 82=52 
68244 16=10 135=87 206=CE
>1=82 633F 247 =F7 23=1 27=07 20=14 28=1 G 69s4 1277E 1=01 175=AF 
0=00 53=35 88=58 13=00
)h8226=E2 74=4A 134=86 18=12 99=63 9=09 86=C56 3.15=0E 
=.Q8 3523 5=05 51=33 31=1F 59=38
22'E2 54=4A 364 130=-1 9=6C 82=52 .. = 4=15 43=2. 194=G2 50=32 94=5E 161=A 169=A9 214=063" 15=OF 23=17 42=2 3 38326 26=13=5133 3927 10C 15212 9009 1388A 130=82 43=28 221-00 8=08
)l 8=6 46=2E 18-12 66*42 7=07 185=89 i!'9 05 1201 38*26 42 1250 3.*23 14*OC 606
"' 4129 226-E2 126=7E 77=4 21=15. -000 Z5-' LPOA 51=.3 48x30 47=2F 1300-54 =63A 140.C 109-6
{ 17=11 19=13 145=91 7=07 -_70=46 0=00 4=04 40=30 5=05 33=21 21507 49=31 98=62 18=12 10=64
2=02 37=25 161=A1 77=4D .11=6F 107=68 133.85 197C5 11E08 33221 2=0 49=31 98=62 18212 100=64
_b2=3E 74=4A 3.7=25 23=17 121=79 98=62 .000 Q00 30=1E 1926=7 261A 87=5? 147=93 106=6 . 4=04
174=AE 116=74 28=1C 2=02 80=50 0=00 0=00 766-42 301 8 9=59 100 32220 16=10 24=18 14-4C) 146=92 31=1F 21=15" 5=05 139=88 8=08 68=44 7-07 43=28 =3 17=80 4 74=
.20 3D0LE 3.Z-.. 12.=0fi..144-90- )3-I.- 24L 4)J 5~-31A=0 9QS6=L. 11=A.L. 
k50..- 15iQ0 - =L8
1J ...73 14=0E 117=75 10=0A 19=13 60=3C 75=48 1267E 1=0. 3=03 96=60 0=00-.10=0A 15=0F 8=08
)4 2519 166=A6 77=40 18=12 148=94. 39=27. 166=A6 190=E 8=58 3=25 136=88 91=58 26=1A 3=03 
61=30
IC 1JD1=85 125=e1 -28=IC 10=VA .121=79 8=8 4=E232 
27F7 40-78 41=29 16-10 =64A4 57=39 49=31
190@5 62400 2=1E 23217 29=10 8=08 14=591234=EA 46=2E 38=26 8=08 40=28 19=13 75=48 11=08
'=- 5 A 64=40 235=E8 23=18 29=10 8=08 153=99 1106 6*g 90 
00 35 62 6=5 4=0
) 442C 144=90 4=04 23=17 41=29 10=0A 79-4 4=4 68'44' 
0 210=0k 93=50 36224 165-AS 45-20
57 39 68=44 0=00 52=.34 401 28=1C , 4=2E 124=7C 64=49 1=30 2=02 6=40 6=06 192=C07 46=2E
24=18 207=CF 177=81 1=01 150=96 8=08. 17=-11 77==40 25=19 57=39 7=07 78=4E 19=13 7=07 51=33
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&=08 -40=28 .19=13 75=48 11=08 61=3D 44=2C 149 2 0=00 28=1C 84=54 98=62 
93=5 6=06
14=0E 15=0F 58=3A 153=99 22=16 5=05 1=01 "57 =24._E 1 0 1C 8=54 98=62 93=50 
6=06
2 2 81=51 31=1f 161=Al 202 95=5F 33=2t - 4E04 117275 08 1=0 0 8 
7=57
46=2E 26=1A 60=3C 43=28 33=21 1'01 5 2304 48 18=12 57039 18880 101 21*1)1 1 7147 5739 1066x 23=1? 109=60 76=4C E 1241 *2=52 68=44 1610 135=87 206-CE 19-13
1.94= C2. 15=0F 80=50 115=73 142=8E 10=0A 112170 1 2418 125 6=44 51=30 13=8 
0 . 19213
63=3F 247=F7 - 23=17 7=07 20=14 28=1C 69=45 2115=0F 1=12 175=AF 0=00 5335 8 1 3=00 17=11
) 74=4A 134=86 18=12 99=63 9=09 86=56 23=17 8 1AS 13 '4=27































































' 2 1 =7Dw 37=ZS 12=0f 6=6 1 5&9E,._ 42=E l'. "
.22;=16 35= 23. 12=O 45=21) 61=31) 2=03:. 11=6F'.1tOB8 2 =181=Al 77=40 111 6F 107=68 j33=83197=C5 t3321 21s7
37=25 23=17 121=79 98=62 0=1O 0=0t&30If 126=7E 26=1A
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17. 30 3303 -73.0329
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225. 507820.. .. _ 1.9531
224.655771... 2.3236
221.832829:_ 3.$1 ._-























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































program listing and output
prepared for






*QPTIONS IN EFFECT* PAGES=030, TIME=002,000 iER ROR S= 050,0 SORMGIN- 002,080,001),LINECNT060O.OUNDARY,
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* FLAGWNOXREFNOATRNOLIST DOEFSOURCE 9 ,NODLMPARRAY,NOM91,Nt OMMENTSCHECK
_D.ISTR IL-N * -R6.6000 0918/79 9: PI
STMT LEVEL NEST BLOCK SOURCE STATEMENT JO -FIEL
/* _DITRBUTION */)
12 _ ;__/"_* DISTRIB SIMULATES THE USE OF THE SUBROUTINE DEVIAT IN THE PROGRAM _/
1./* VISORP. T#IS PR ORAN PRODUCES A HISTOGRAPH OF THE OCCURRENCE OF TINE -
;, ____ -- /* INTERVALS FR A $I1YEN VI ANO 50SO-*
1
f _1 DIST:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);
1 DCL X FIXED(9,9).IMEANDEV) FIXED 10,6),IVIERR,$DERR) INIT(0I,((MSUMSWISQ
INIT(O h V INITI). ,POINTR INIT tI23).LINES(08t2l INIt(12T ILZ6 V,S IdTEt,
_ __, I,VAtUES(O:1023).8 INIT(1b, 0SGN( 32 !BIN FI XED( 31R.SYTE CHIARE*#,
HEX( 0:153
CHAR(1) INIT(O,01,28,931,940,58,061,970,"8","9",A","8 s"C"s,",OES,
__________ '~~~F' 3; ;_ -.--
__ ___
/* USE THE TIME STRING AS RANDOM SEED X *1
1 GET STRINGTIME) EDIT(XIlF,9Ib _
/* RNDSGN IS AN ARRAY USED TO SIMULATE A FOUR BYTE DATA BASE CONTAINING */
--------- _/* RANDOM 1'S AND 0'S. */
4 4L1 GET LIXST(RNDSGN);
-_ _*READ IN THE SAMPLE DATA BASE ONE VALUE AT A TIME AND CONVERT TO BASE 10 */
5 1 1 DO I=0 TO 1023;
6 1 1 1 GET LIST(BYTE);
9 7 J 1 1 DO J=0 TO 15 WHILEISUBSTR(BYTE,1,1),=HEXJ)1; END;
9 1_ 1 1 VALUESI J * 16;-
10. 1 1 1 DO J=0 TO 15 WHILE (SUSSTR(BYTE,2)-=HEXIJ1I; ENOS
SAU SI I VAt 1S__ _J
13 . 1 1END;
/*_READ THEPARAMETERPAIR AND THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS._*/
14 1 1 GET LIST(VI,"SITER);
15 1 1 DO WHILE (M < ITER) ;
1- 1 1 1 IFX < 0.5 THEN DO; *
)18 1 2 1 T = VALUES(POINTRI * 3 * SD / 256;
J& 1 2 1. Tu=VI,+T * RNSGNBI _
20 1 _1 IF T > 255 -THEN T = 255;





STM1T LEVEL NEST 80K
24 A 2 1
26 1 2 1
27 1 2 1
28 1 2 1
29 1 2 1
) 30 1 2 1
31 1 2 1
) 32 1 2 1
33 1 1
_ 4 -






64 1 1) 45 1 1
) b
46 2 2
48 1 1 1
14 1
49 1 1 1
- 1 _ 2 
52 1 3 1
53 1 3 1
54 1 3 1
___ _1~ 2~ 1







f* fgLgW THE SIMULt E 8
7*
PL/C-R6.6000 09/18/79 9:06 PAGE 2
ID FIELD
TS OF RNOSGN 4 ' FT A BIT AT A TIME.
IF 8 =-32 THEN B_ 1;
ELSE B = B + 1;
RECORD STATISTICAL DATA FOR THIS ITERATW..
SUM - $UM + T;
SUMSQ = SUNS + T**2;
T =_ROUND(T / 2 _+ 1,0) - 1;




/* MAINTAIN THE POINTR OFFSET IN THE SAMPLE DATA BASE. */
IF POINTR = 0 THEN POINTR = 1023;
ELSE POItTA = POINTS ';
(M0;
/*_MEAN, DEV, VIERR, AND SDERR CAN BEFOUND IN THE POST EXECUTION DUMP. */
MEAN = FLOAT(SUM) / FLOAT (ITER);
DEV s SQRT4(SUMSQ - ITER * MEAN**2) / (ITER -1));
IF VI,=0 THEN VIERR = (1 - MEAN / VI);
JF-D,=0 THEN SDERR =(1 - DEV / SD);
PUT PAGE-;
ON ENOPAGE;
/* PRINT THE HISTOGRAPH. GETS PRINTED UPSIDE-DOWN.
/* TH1SLOOP DOES THE VERTICAL PART OF T HE HISTOGRAPH. */
DO 1=1 BY 1 IILE (V =1 1
V -
/* THIS LOOP DOES THE HORIZONTAL PART F THE HISTOGRAPH. */
DO J=0 TO 127;
IF LINES(J_)>=_I THEN D0;
PUT SKIPIO) EDIT(SUSSTR(REPEAT4 ',1261,1,127-JIP'*) COL(l38,Ai-
/* V IS USED AS A SWITCH. WHEN NO ASTERISKS ARE PRINTED IN A HORIZONTAL LINE,*/








* CcDVr "a ' o 'L# 0 7 p~Ae*)
r *












* -- . -66*666
*Erb 6** .,## # #6
L.; " * "" '..* . *******
6 - - * * For4
#t** -0-11- * *****-
*' - * *ss** aM****
I A o








-i - ! - -_-- - -- -
-oo-- AI* * - --.-
- # - *-*64* *o - -










VIOpp Q t, =31.o3R49q








































































* * **** * *
* ***** * *
* ****** * *
* ** *... ** * *
* ****B** * * *
* ******* * *
* * ********* ** * **
** * ** **** * * *
* ** ************* *** * **
* * * ** ************* *** ** ** *
** * ** ************* *** ** ** *
** ** ***********B* ***-*an * B * * *
* * * * **************** ******.** ** * * * * *
* * * ** ** *********************** ** ** * * 
* * *
i* * ********************** * * * * * * *
* * * ** * * ****************************** ** * * ** * * *
* * ***4* * * * *********************************** * ** *** * * * * *
** * *** * **************************************** * **** *** * * ** * 
*
** * *** ********************************************* * ****** * *** 
* *
*** * ****************** ****************************** 







































- -____ - -
-__________ . -. 
-____ ---- ____---.---___-
-) - --I -- - --
) - ---
) x
P -- ~~* --..-... .
**
* . * **
** - * *****
* * * * * *4* * * 4 * ***) * * ** * * * ** ****** **,* * *.***s*
* ** ** *44* * * * * * * * ** ** ********Co
.,. I4q. i144q
I-.






* * * _______
##
-- - * * # --- -- - - - - -- - ---
* * *** * *
* * *#*#**4 *
_ * * _4#**44*4* # ___
I.-' **#--#*4**4** * '
* ************* ** * * * *
* ***4*********** *** * * ** ** * * * * -
**************** 44** ** ** *** * * ** * *
*******#**********U******** ** ** * * ***** * ** * *









































* * **** ***







** * * *T --
* * ******. i*********** * *
* * ~**********; ***** ** **
-- -- ----- 
-- --
* * * * *"****************** 4* ***
* * * ** ********************* ****** 
**
* * * * * * ** **************************** 
* *
* * ***__ - * 4************************* *& * *


















The VI Schedule of Reinforcement Program
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The VI Schedule of Reinforcement Program
During the development phase of an algorithm to generate
randomly distributed normal values, I was going to use
either the Polar method or the Direct method to generate
the needed values in real time. To implement either method
would require the ability to perform transcendental functions
on the computer system. Initially rejecting the possibility
of writing my own floating-point package to do these, I
turned to Dr. Adams to use--pirate--parts of his M6800
BASIC interpreter. He told me that it would be too difficult
to pull the necessary floating-point functions out of his
interpreter and that I might try using the HP-N Calculator
Interface, made by SWTPC, as an on-line numerical processor.
I bought the NP-N with a school purchase order, assembled
it, and implemented it using SWTPC-supplied software. By
observation, I could see that the needed operations (eg.
sinX and '[) would take more time to-execute the distribution
algorithms than the real time situation would allow.
One alternative I pursued was to use the MP-N to generate
the values and store them in tables after the sessi on was
defined by the user, but before the actual session began.
Each unit--chamber--would have its part of the table
conform to the user-specified mean time (VI) and dispersion
for that unit. I would have reserved 1K of RAM to contain
all the data and would dynamically suballocate the 1K of
-1-
-2-
memory depending on the number of units to be served. But,
since I orginally was to use the 14P-I partly for its assumed
speed, I looked for other, more elegant, means of solving
ray problem.
By the time I decided not to use the MP-N, I already
had coded and assembled an early version of VISORP using
the interface. Although I did not pursue it to fruition,
I gained a little experience with using a numerical processor
as a peripheral device and with writing and using floating-
point routines.
Out of a meeting with my faculty advisor, Dr. Scott,
I developed the algorithm described in the paper Functional
Description of the VI Schedule of Reinforcerrnt Progre
and implemented it with the M6800 ALC subroutine DEVIAT,
in VISORP. In brief, I used a scaled, general static data
base, or table, containing potential (I say potential
because only after they are randomly assigned signs do
they realize the following characteristics) randomly
distibuted normal values with a mean of zero and with
three standard deviations out from the mean occurring
at 127. This data base was generated by the PL/I program
NORIHEX using the Direct method of generating the above
described distribution of values; see the NORH:X source
listing for the method. The data base is static in that
its contents never changes. By knowing the dispersion
characteristics of the table, I can quickly generate, in
-3--
DEVIAT, the variable time intervals required by each unit
for any integer combination of mean (VI) and dispersion
(SD) with the upper and lower bounds of 0,255 and O,85,
respectively. The last I heard, Dr. Emmett Ogelsby, a
neurophysiologist with the Texas College of Osteopathic
Medicine, was using my--this--solution to the same problem
I was having, by using the DEVIAT subroutine and the associated
data base in a program he was working on. With his satisfaction
and my testing (see the paper Testing of The VI Schedule
of Reinforcement Program), I am convinced of its reliability,
suitability, and accuracy in carrying out its function.
Another evolving aspect of my work concerned how I
structured the working storage. I originally had the data
that was associated with each unit (eg. mean, dispersion,
and maximum number of reinforcements allowed) contained
in one large two-dimensional matrix. One dimension was
the unit number; the other dimension was the characteristic,
or particular item, of that unit. I came upon instances
where I could reduce memory requirements and/or critical
execution time (at this stage, I had no idea how long
the worst case execution time would be and was anxious
that all of my efforts would be in vain) by taking a
particular item out of the matrix and making it a vector.
I found that I was slowly, item-by-item, taking the one
matrix completely apart and creating several separate
vectors. Later? when I took the data structures class,
-1l-
I recognized the indexing equations used to find elements
in two-dimensional arrays that I had developed on my own
for use in accessing my matrix's elements--a learning deja vu.
When I took the computer systems analysis class, we
discussed how to approach the solution to an information
systems problem. I found that my faculty advisor had
guided me along ve ry much the. same lines as our book and
the instructor were delineating, such as the early and
ongoing interaction between the analyst and user in a
verbal and written description of the problem and its
solution.
I had to take into consideration the limits of hardware
when the eventual user, Dr. Ernie Harrell, decided that
instead of a CRT terminal, like the ADM 3-A, he wanted to
use a hardcopy terminal--the Decwriter LA36--in the computer
system. The rub was that the maximum baud rate on the
Decwriter was 300 which meant that it would take 33 milli-
seconds for each character to be printed as opposed to
the much faster rates available on a CRT terminal. During
a session, an event. would occur (ie. the rat eating all
of its allotted food pellets) where the program needed
to notify the human operator to perform the manual task
of removing the rat from the operant chamber. I originally
wrote VISORP to print the corresponding unit number where
the event occured, ring the terminal's bell, and skip
to the next line on the CRT when this happens. Since it
takes 33 milliseconds to print just one character on the
Decwriter and roughly 1t1- milliseconds for worst case execution
of a polling cycle in the dispatch part of VISORP with the
probable doubling of service capacity to 16 units--a total
of 47 milliseconds, and since the application inherently
requires a maximrul of 50 milliseconds for a worst case
execution time, I felt it was too close becausefurther
modifications and additions to the program might be hindered
by this low ceiling. To solve the problem, I built a circuit
board that would interface with the computer and alert the
operator visually (LEDs) and aurally (piezo-electric transducer),
that required only an inconsequential amount of time to use
(see the paper: The Presettable Interrupt Frequency Generator/
Audio-Visual Indicator Board).
By keeping the interface between the computer and the
operant behavior chambers simple, and delegating normally
hardware functions to the software, the expense of hardware is
reduced and the generality, hence versatility, of hardware is
increased. The PIO board (see the paper: The Parallel Input/
Output Board) does no processing or storage of information--
the inputs are not latched or debounced and the outputs are
not driven with- one-shots. By using the interrupt frequency
of 20 Hz as the base for timing hardware needs, the inputs
are debounced and are read often enough not to require
latching; the outputs are kept on just long enough
to trigger the feeder mechanisms coils
and there is no need to protect the would-be one-shots
from glitches in the power supply with the use of filter
capacitors.
For a long time, I worried that if more than one feeder
coil were on at a time, the extra load on the power supply
would blow the supply's fuse and spoil the session in
progress. The supply's power rating and the load of each
coil were such that the power supply could only handle
the load of one coil at a time, even though the load lasts
only 50 milliseconds per triggering. I asked Dr. Harrell
if his present discrete apparatus (that the VISOR system
would replace) experienced this problem and he told me
that it did not. Either the probability of more than one
rat receiving a reinforcement at the same time is extremely
low or the short load duration is so short that.the power
supply can handle more than its stated load capacity,
provided the hiher loads are only for a short period of
time. I quenched my worry by writing a short (17-byte)
code segment that acted like a buffer, allowing only one
of the coil output lines to be on at a time.
When I started assembling the first version of VISORP
back in the fall of 1978, Dr. Adams's N6800 assembler
was not available, so I used the cross-assembler on the
IBM 360. To backup the VISORP card deck in the event that
the cards were dropped and shuffled, damaged, or lost,
I created a disc file containing the VISORP ALC. With
-7-
JCL, every subsequent VISORP assembly job deleted-the old
disc file, replaced it with the new instream data set,
and then executed the cross-assembler using the new disc
file as input. This way, I always maintained a backup
copy of the current version of VISORP on disc. I wasted
a couple of weeks, early on, by trying to get the IBM
utility IEBUPDTE to work. I wanted to make modifications
directly on the disc file instead of changing the card deck
and reading all of it into the system every time I required
a new assembly. I could make deletions and replacements
of records, but not insertions--they came out as appendages.
Using the cross-assembler meant that I had to reenter
the object module--over 1K--at the ADM terminal, by hand,
every time I made a major or several minor modifications
to VISORP. To make this task easier, I wrote and used an
ALC program that would allow me to print and enter hex data
at the terminal in the same format as the object file listing
option of the cross-assembler.,This program (the listing
can be found accompanying this text; it
is called FORMATTED CHAIIGE/DUMP) made it easier to check
discrepancies between the actual contents of memory and the
supposed object file listing of the cross-assembler.
In Hay, during the interim between spring and summer
sessions, I finished debugging VISORP. I owe the short
amount of time it took to actually got the system working
once it was finally put together, to.my frequent manual
-8-
simulations of the various subprograms in VISORP. When
I did not have any pressing changes to make to the program,
I would use the backs of old printouts to write out the
results each instruction had on the effected variables
through a theoretical run of sections of code, even though
the section was not particularly suspect. I used this
practice throughout software development and preventative,
aggresive, and adventurous debugging.
Despite my testing, I still worry that it may not work
either partially or wholly, because it has not been proven
in actual use. I feel that I did my best to test it and
that, at least within my scope of testing, it works.
But, Dr. Harrell has never had to use my session parameter
definition syntax, only one chamber has been used to test
it, and no rats have even gotten near it. I feel like a
composer who has written a score that he's really proud
of, yet no one has, or may ever, hear it. Am I secure
enough to let anyone hear it? I can tell you all the great
things it does, but until it is used, this might as well
be a hoax.
Recently, I have been interviewing for jobs, and twice
the interviewer has asked what my best--favorite, most
valuable--class was. I told them about the special problems









PAGE 0001 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
S 01 *************************************** **00001
)2 0000 *
2 000.04 * _ FORMAiT1._ ANGED M . .*
0000. *
5 . 00006 * 1/12/79 DANIEL. PAUL LONG N. T.S.U.. *
6 -00007 * --- M6800 ASSE*MBLYL AGUAGE -*
00008 * 158 BYTES *
)e 00009
9 00010 *__ 
____ ____ 
__
' 001.._.*_ THIS PROGRAM_ IS INTENDED TO BE USED IN AN M6800 MICROCOMPUTER _SYSTEM... *
" OQO * WT. ... IKBU MONITOR. Y USINGMKBUG SUBROUTINES AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, *
00013 * THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES THE USER WITH 2 MEMORY FUNCTIONS: 'C' CHANGE & *
1 00014 * D DUMP.*) D 00015 * INPUT AND OUTPUT OF THIS PROGRAM HAVE THE SAME FORMAT AS THE 'LISTING *
00016 * OF OBJECT FILE' DUMP OPTION OF THE M6800 ASSEMBLER ON THE IBM 360. THE *J
00017 * PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO MAKE DEBUGGING EASIER AND TO SAVE TIME IN *) 00018 * ENTERING A PROGRAM. *
00019 * *
00020 * * *
) I 00021 * AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM,A NUMBER SYMBOL (8) WILL APPEAR AT THE *
00022 * BEGINNING OF THE NEXT LINE. WHEREUPON A !C' OR 1D' SHOULD BE ENTERED. *
2 00023. * ._..*
) 00024 * *
00025 * I) IF ' C' IS TY PED: __________ *
00026 * A) THE CURSOR MOVES TO THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT LINE. *
00027 * B) ENTER THE 4-CHARACTER HEX ADDRESS AT WHICH YOU WISH TO START ENTERING *K 00028 *DATA. THE TERMINAL INSERTS 2 SPACES AFTER THE ADDjRESS. *
00029 * C) ENTER THE NEW 2-CHARACTER HEX DATA TO BE STORED AT THIS LOCATION. THE *) 00030 * TERMINAL.INSERTS A SPACE AFTER THE DATA.
4 00031 __* 0) CONT INUE E NTE RI NG DA TA A S IN ST EP C. AL L S PAC ING I S DONE BY T HE *
00032 * TERMINAL. AFTER STEP C HAS BEEN REPEATED 16 TIMES, THE TERMINAL PRINTS AN *
) 00033 * ASTERISK, BEEPS, SKIPS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT LINE, PRINTS THE *
. Q0034 * ADDRESS OF THE NEXT LOCATION (PREVIOUSLY APPEARGADDRESS + $1Q1, A_ -
00035 * SKIPS 2 SPACES. *
00036 * E) STEP D IS REPEATED INDEFINITELY UNTIL ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OCCURS: *
__0003T * )'*' IS ENTERED IN THE FIRST CHARACTER POSITION OF DATA, WHEREUPON *
00038 * THE PRCGRAM CONTINUES FROM STEP A. *
) 31 00039 * 2) '.' IS ENTERED IN THE FIRST CHARACTER POSITION OF DATA, WHEREUPON *
14 0004 ----- ___ ___ -_ THEPRQGRAM. CONT INU-ES FROM-ITS BEGINNING. ' -
00041. .... * 3)_ ANY.NON-HEX CHARACTER IS ENTERED AS DATA, (OTHER THAN THE 2 ABOVE *
> 00042 * EXCEPTIONS.), WHEREUPON CONTROL IS TRANSFERED TO MIKBUG. *
00043 4* 4LATA IS ATTEMPTING TO BE STORED INTO NONEXISTENT MEMORY ORROM, *
41 00044 * WHEREUPON A '?' IS PRINTED AND CONTROL IS TRANSFERED TO MIKBUG. *
) $4 00045 * CONT. *
QD_0 46 #**####*##** ***** ##********************************************##**** *#


















PAGE 0002 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
00048 ********************************** ***********************
00049 *
0005 * 111 IF '0' I S TYPED:
''.. @ 1. * AI ENTERTHE BEGINNING 4-CHARAT ____-AD- _ESS._ __* 
00052 * B) THETERMINAL INSER TS A SPACE AFTER THIS _ADDRESS.
00053 * C) ENTER THE ENDING 4-CHARACTER HEXADDRESS. *
00054 _ _ * D) THE CURSOR MOVESTO THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT LINE. *
00055 _ -* El THE TERMINAL PRINTS THE BEGINNING ADDRESS AND 2 SPACES. *
00W W. * F) DATA FROM THE NEXT 16 LOCATIONS ARE PRINTED ON THE SAME LINE, EACH *
005?* FOLLOWED BY A SPACE.
00058 * G) AN ASTERISK IS PRINTED, THE TERMINAL BEEPS, STEP 0 IS REPEATED, THE * -
00059 * ADDRESS OF.THE NEXT .LOCATION ( PREV IOUSLY APPEARING ADDRESS + $W) IS.- *
00060 * PRINTED, THE TERMINAL INSERTS 2 SPACES, AND CONTINUES FROM STEP F UNTIL ALLA
000 '.t* DATA HAS BEEN PRINTED UP TO THE ENDING ADDRESS. *
00062 * H) CONTINUE FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM. *
00063 * - ---
00064 * III) IF NEITHER IS TYPED:,_
00065 * - -_THE TERMINAL PRINTS A '? 'AND CONTINUES FROMTHE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM..*
00066 *_ __- --__ _ __ _ _ _ _
00067 *
00 68* (NOTE: IF NON-HEX CHARACTERS ARE ENTERED DURING ANY OF THE ADDRESS INPUTTING *
00069 , * PHASES, A '?' IS PRINTED AND CONTROL S TRANSFERRED TOMIK_-.-___ --- *_
00071 *
00072K -7 ** ** **** * ********1*** *************************** ________
00074 NAM FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP-
00075 OPT.MEMORY
00077 * ALL VARIABLE5 ARE IN MIKBUG $ RAM.
00079 A004 ENDA EQU $A004
00080 AOOC XH--Q-- $AOOC - ---%-0
00081 AOOF T EQU $AOF
00083.* SR S S AN ENTRY POINT INTO MIKBUG LOAD9).
00085 E040 LOA019 .EQU 5E040
00086 E047 BADDR EQU $E047
00087 E055 BYTE E QU -. AE 55 $- Q _-
00088 E07E PDATA- EQU SE0TE
00089 EQAA INHEX EQU $EQAA
00090 EOBF CUT2H EQU-$EBF -
00091 EOC8 CUT4HS EQU SEOC8
00092 EDCC OUTS EQU SEOCC
00093 - . N¬E EQU.$ E lAC -- -
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PAGE 0003 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
09 ************************ ***************************************************
00097 ODE SEGMENT WHERE OPT ION DESIRED IS ENTERED. 'C' CHANGE '0' DUMP*
.. i 1**i****-*9DtI
.QDO 0F 60
00101 0F60. BD 59 SELECT
00102 0F6Z 86 23
OP 0 6 -- - - - - -
BSR NXTLI.N PRINT CR LF
IDA A #9_
00103 OF 80 EWD JSR OUTEEE PRINT NUMBER SYMBOL
00104' OF6 ELAC 'SA INEEE INPUT FtNCTION
'j 00106 OF 6A___81 43 CMP A UC_.._..
0010 0F6 _7 OB EQ ENIOBJ _ CHANGE MEMORY
00108 OF6E 81 44 CMP A -'D--_____-
a 00109 0 27 50 EQ PRT08S DUMP MEMORY
14 00110 OP? 86 3F L.DA A t*? NEITHER
:01(11 D LSDE0Si UEEE














.. .. . . - ... -. .
-
--- --- -
PAGE 0004 FORMATTED CHANGE/CUMP
00114 _ __***************************************-- -
00115 * DATA IS STORED INTO MEMORY IN THIS SEGMENT
00116 ************************************* * ********************************
00118 0F79 _8D 40 ENTOBJ BSR. NXTLIN PR INT CRi LF
00119 OFiB B E047 .- _-. JSR BADDR BUILD ADDRESS ___
00120 OF7E 80 EOCC JSR OUTS PRINT SPACE
00122 OF81 C6 1 INLINE LDA 8 #1. 16 BYTES/LIE
_00124 OF83 BD EOCC INBYTE JSR CUTS -- _ PRINT SPACE_
00125 0F86 B0 E1AC _.JSR INEEE INPUT FIRST CHAR.
00126 0F89 81 2A CMP A A'* - -_-_-
00127 OF88 27 EC BEG ENTOBJ IS AN ASTERISK
00129 OF8D 81 2E CMP A-# - - -
00130 OF8F 27 CF BEQ SELECT IS A PERIOD
00131 0F91 BD EOAC JSR INHEX+2 .CHECK IF HEX
00132 0F94 37 PSH B SAVE B REGISTER -__-_-
00133 0F95 BD E057 JSR BYTE+2 INPUT SECOND CHAR
00134 0F98 33 PUL B RESTORE B REGISTER
00135 0F99 Al 00 STA A OX CHANGEMEMOR -- -
00136 OF9B Al 00 _CMP A_,X .
00137 OF90 27 03.BEQ *+2+3 DID CHANGE
00138 OF9F 7E E040 JMP LOAD19 NOT CHANGED___ _08
00139 OFA2 08 INX
00140 OFA3 5A DEC 8
00141 OFA4 26 00 BNE INBYTE SAME LI.NE _- - -------- - -_-
00143 OFA 6 FF AOOC ST X - XHI
00144 OFA9 80 0 B BSR _ ASTER _ PRINT *! _!CRLF -- - -
00145 OFAB CE AOOC LOX #XhiI
00146 OFAE B EOC $JSR OUT4HS PRINT ADDRESS
00147 OF1 FE AOOC ,x XHI --- __ --








PAGE 0005 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
0015I* OUTPUT SR'S - ATER PRINTS A sTA H NXTLIN PRINTS CR 6 LF *
aaaasaess~ss~sseaaau*sss
.0015. QFB6 CE.FF9 ASTER.. LDA SPCSi .PRINT..* BELL, .C.LF.
.. 00155 .FB9 20 Q3 RA *+.2.3
00156 OFBB CE OFFC NXTLIN LOX CRLF PRINT CR, LF
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nt c:.: c ** ###****:*** # T 1,f Talf*. :#.# ** ..a# # #R##*#: ?.a ## *
._.-- .-
........ - - -- - - --- ------- ---- -- -  - --- ~-  -  ---- ---- --- *-- - - - - -- -.--.-.-.-.--. - .- -.-.-.
...........
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00165 OFC2 BD _E047) - 00166 OFC5 FF AOOF
6 00167 OFC 8 ECC
00168 0FC( 80 E047
a 00169 OFC O 08
00170 OF-P FF A004
00171 OFD2 80 E7
2 00173 0F04 CE A00F
3 2 00174 0P0? 00 EOCS
00175 OFDA C6 10
15 00176 OFOC FE AOOF
,6 ) 00 178 OFOF BD EOCC
00179 OFE2 8D EOBF
00180 OFE5 8C A04) 00181 OFE# 27 OA
)2 0184 OFEB 26 FZ
25 00186 OFED FF A00F
6 00187 OFFO 8D C4
00188 OFF2 20 E0
) .00190 OFF4 80 .CO








* DATA IS PRINTED FROM MEMORY IN TH'!SEGMENT *
***** ***************************#********* *****#************#*****#*
PRTOBJ JSR BADDR . BUILD BEGINNING ADDRESS
STX TW
JSR OUTS __PRINT SPACE BETWEEN ADDRESSES_ _ ___ T
JSR BADOR BUILD ENDING ADDRESS
SIX ENDA_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BSR NXTLIN .PRINT CRLF
OUTLI N LOX #Th
JSR OUtT4$S PRINT ADDRESS
LOA B #14 16 BYTES/LINE
LOX TV RESTORE DA A ADDRESS - - -__
CUTBYT JSR GULTS PRINT S.PAGE.
JSR OUT2H PRINT DATA
CPX ENDA
BEG ALLOUT ALL DATA PRINTED
BNE .IJUBYT SAME LINE
STX TW -. SAVE DATA ADDRESS
BSR ASTER PRINT ' *@, CR, LF
BRADOUTLIN- NEXT LINE0DFQUP-LL-_.. - _ _
FALLOUT BSR ASTER PRINT * *s CR, LF
P_ SELECT+2 - - -
PAGE 0007 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
00193 OFF9 20 PC STR FCC 2 * XH AR ' - -
FA ZA . . . . . . . . . .
O - ---F8-0BEL
~ o$ ~LP P~B ~M~4RR1AR *LIME FEED CHARACTERS
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PAGE 0008 FORMATTED CHANGE/DUMP
LSIGOFOJCTPL
__4-efait i .. , ~ " .
OF60 8D 59 86 23 BD El B01B El AC 81 43 27 08 844 *
_ OF70 2750 86 3FBDEl 1 20E7D40BDEO 47 BD E0*
OFSO CC C6 105D EO CC BOE1 AC 81 2A 27 EC 81 2E 27*
0P90 F RP*~ AC37 P EQ 7 3) IAl :00A1 00 27 431*
~ ~o ~ 1 *4 O PF 0QC 008 E AG (.
Qof C$.~~0~EP~0)EFC00OFCO 7E 39 BD EO 47 FF AO 0F SD E0 CC BD EO 47 08 FF *
OFDO AO 04 80E7 CE AO OF BD EO C8 C6 10FE AO OF BD *
OFEO EO CC BD EO BF BC AO 04 27 OA 5A 26 F2 FF AO OF *
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The Parallel Input/Output Board
The Parallel Input/Output (PIO) board is a parallel
input/output interface between the outside world and
a Southwest Technical Products Corporation (SWTPC)
IMotorola M116800-based computer system. The input and
output functions, each having 8 two-state channels are
combined on one printed circuit board to be inserted




Connection between the board's inputs and external,
usor-supplied switches must be provided in the form
of a nine-conductor (8 inputs and ground) cable with a
male 10-pin Molex connector on the computer system's
end (see the parts layout diagram and the external
wiring diagram following this text).
Each input channel is defined by either being shorted
to ground (closed switch) or floating (open switch).
When shorted to ground, the bit position corresponding
to that channel is read as a zero; when floating, the
bit is read as a one. in reference to the external
wiring diagram, if switches 8, 7, 6, L , 3, and 1 were
open and switches 2 and 5 were closed, the ALC instruction
LDA A DATAA READ DATA REGISTER A
1
2would result in the A accumulator of the 16800 having
the value 111011012.
To obtain the described input (and output) function,
the Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA)--a Motorola
M6820 integrated circuit---must be initialized. To initialize
the PIA, execute the following instructions.
LDA A #$FF
LDA B #Lj-
CLR DATAA DEFINE INPUT
STA B COTTRA
STA A DATA DEFINE OUTPUT
STA B CONTRB
STA A DATAB RE1SET OUTPUTS
Outputs
The outputs of the PIO board require an external,
user-supplied DC power supply rated at no more than
60 volts at a maximum of 2 amperes for a resistive
load. Connection between the board's outputs and external,
user-supplied driven devices must be provided in the
form of a ten-conductor (8 outputs, VEE, and GEE) cable
with a male 10.-pin Iolex connector on the computer system's
end (see the parts layout diagram and external wiring
diagram).
Each output channel can handle up to 50 watts of
continuous power disspation and can either be "on"
or "off." The "on" state will provide the external
power supply's voltage, VEE, at the output channel,
while the "off" state will float the output channel.
3To produce an "on" state at a particular output channel,
store a zero at the bit position corresponding to that
channel; for an "off" state, store a one at that bit
position. In reference to the external wiring diagram,
to turn devices 7, 4, 3, 2, and 1 off and turn devices
8, 6, and 5 on, execute the following ALC instructions.
LDA A #r01001111
STA A DATAB STORE INTO DATA REGISTER B
Theory of Implementation
Inputs
A simple parallel interface between the computer
system's 8-bit data buss and an 8-channel socket transfers
data, in parallel, from the socket to the buss.
Outputs
Data is transfered from the computer system's data
buss to an 8-channel socket through various interface
stages including one stage of electrical isolation between




Both the input and output circuits of the PIO are
L.
interfaced to the S7TPC 6800 buss by the same PIA.
The inputs use the A side of the PIA; the outputs use
the B side.
The inputs use the +5TJDC power supply from the on
board voltage regulator. The computer's side of the
output circuitry (from the light-emitting-diodes of
the optical isolators, back) uses the +5VDC from the
sake voltage regulator as the inputs do.
Inputs
Each input channel is held high by a pull-up resistor
connected to +5VDC. A floating input line (open switch)
lets the pull-up resistor define the input as a one;
a grounded input (closed switch) pulls the line low,
defining the input as a zero. These defined states
are then interfaced to the system's data buss through
the A side of the PIA.
Outputs
Coming out of the PIA, each output channel is inverted
through a TTL inverter. It is then connected through a
current limiting resistor to the anode of an LED in an
optical isolator; the LEDs cathode is tied to ground.
The emitter of the isolator's output phototransistor
is tied to the external DC power supply's ground, GEE.
The phototransistor's collector is connected through
a current limiting load resistor to the base of a power
transistor. The power transistor's emitter is tied to
the positive side of the external DC power supply, VEE;
its collector is connected to the driven device (see
the external wiring diagram)).
In summary, a one at the PIA's input--hence, output--
turns the LED off so that the phototransistor is not
biased, which means that tne power transistor is not
biased either, and no current can flow through the
driven device; a zero turns the LED on so that the
phototransistor is biased, which, in turn, biases the




With the PIO board in place on an I/O port of the
computer system's motherboard, the system monitor is
used to initialize and display the contents of the A
data register of the PIA. By selectively bringing the
input channels to ground by inserting one end of a
jumper wire into the ground slot, the other end into
the input slots of the female Molex connector, the
A data register of the PIA should reflect the manipulation
of the jumper wire.
7ones in it. When an input channel was 'juxmpered, the
bit position had a zero in it. In all tests of individual
channels, and then in tests of various combinations,
the A data register reflected what was being done with
the jumper(s).
Outputs
As planned, the coil would click on and the oscilloscope
would indicate VEE across the coil when a zero was stored
in the corresponding bit position of the B data register;
click off and the oscilloscope would indicate no voltage
across the coil when a one was stored. I tested each
output channel in the same way with similar results.
Comments
Outputs
With the coil disconnected and just the inductive
load of the oscilloscope, I found a faulty power transistor.
When the output (collector) of this transistor was
supposed to be low, the potential difference between
GEE and the collector would slowly increase up to 2LV
of the external oower supply. This condition was unique
to this output channel. With the coil connected, it
would always stay on. Replacing the transistor fixed
the problem.
8As I continued to test the circuit, some of the output
channels could not be brought low. By swapping out
power transistors and swapping the optical isolator
packages (there are 2 of them in the circuit), I pinpointed
the problem to two more shorted power transistors and
at least one burned out channel in each of the isolator
packages. I later learned that the cause of these burn-outs
was that I was not protecting the outputs from the
driven device reverse biasing the transistors. When
the feeding mechanism's coil is energized, a piston
inside the coil is electromagnetically forced up, causing
a food pellet to fall out of a reservoir. then the coil
is turned off, the piston falls back down by force
of gravity. As it falls down, the magnetic field of the
coil collapses and produces current through the coil
windings in the opposite direction of the current that
energizes the coil to force the piston up. These two
effects reverse bias the power transistor and phototransistor
on the PIO board for a short period of time. My repetitive
testing procedure eventually destroyed the aforementioned
components. I replaced the bad transistors and isolators
and connected across the coil, a diode and capacitor
to prevent the coil from damaging the transistors. The
subsequent devices that are operated by this board
should not reverse bias the outputs of the PIO board.
Since the PIO does not protect its own outputs, the
9driven device must do so. Here is part of the output
section of the PIO with a coil as the driven device
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Presettable Interrupt Frequency Generator/
Audio-Visual Indicator
Board
The Presettable Interrupt Frequency Generator (PIFG)
provides a wide range of interrupt frequencies (7 Hz to
19 KHz) applied to the IRO. (Interrupt ReQuest) control
line on the computer system buss. The Audio-Visual
Indicator (AVI) provides visual indication in the form
of a light-emitting-diode (LED) connected to each of the
eight bit positions of the peripheral chip's B data
register. Audio indication comes from a piezo-electric
oscillator that beeps whenever the above data register
is written into. The PIFG/AVI board combines these two
unrelated functions on one printed circuit board to be
inserted onto an input/output (I/O) port in a Southwest




The PIFG obtains its starting frequency from any of
the five baud lines on the buss: 110, 150, 300, 600, and
1200. The system buss actually provides 16 times the
indicated baud rate (eg. the 110-baud line actually
provides 1760 Hz). The board was assembled with a wire
juxper connected to the 110-baud line, but this jumper
1
2may be reconnected to any of the other baud lines as a
means of coarse frequency adjustment. To divide the
jumper selected signal down to the interrupt frequency
required for the user's application, manually set the
first eight rocker switches on the DIP switch package
(see the parts layout diagram following this text). The
number the user loads (sets) at the switch package is
255 minus the divisor. "For a divide-by-132, first find
255 minus 132=123. Convert 123 to binary=64. + 32 + 16 +
8 + 2 + 1."' This number in binary would be 01111011.
The ninth switch is not used, and the tenth switch
inhibits the interrupt requests altogether. By monitoring
the IRQ control line with an oscilloscope while servicing
the interrupts by software, the actual interrupt frequency
may be calculated by observing the waveform on the scope.
To obtain the described function of the PIFG (and AVI),
the Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA)--a Motorola 1.16820
integrated circuit--must be initialized. To initialize






1Don Lancaster, TTL Cookbook(Indianapolis, Indiana:
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 197L), p. 239.
3
Modified operation of the board can be obtained by
using alternate initialization procedures.
AVI
To turn on (and off) the AVI's LEDs and make the
piezo-electric oscillator beep, write the data you
want displayed into the B data register of the PIA.
For instance, to turn on every other LED starting with




This will result in the even-numbered LEDs being off
and the odd-numbered LEDs being on.
The piezo-electric oscillator is activated whenever
the B data register of the PIA is written into, so that
the above store instruction would have caused it to beep.
To change the duration of the oscillator's beep from a
few milliseconds to about a second, adjust the micro-
potentiometer located on the board (see the parts layout
diagram). It is advisable to adjust this micro-potentiometer
so that the duration is short and the sound is down to
an inocuous chirp because the pitch and volume of the
oscillator can become irritating.
4Theory of Implementation
PIFG
A non-continuous, relatively wide range of periodic
hardware interrupts is obtained by dividing a fixed
frequency, already available on the system buss, by
an integer divisor (this may be preset manually on the
circuit board) via a hardware counting system. The
resulting quotient is applied to the system's interrupt
request control line.
AVI
A simple parallel interface between the computer
system's 8-bit data buss and eight LEDs causes the
LEDs to reflect the data that is addressed to them.
By sensing when the interface is being addressed and
written into, a sound is made to announce the fact that
the data indicated by the LEDs has been updated.
Practicalities of Implementation
Coirnon Functional Aspects
Both the PIFG and the AVI circuits are interfaced
to the SWTPC 6800 buss by the same PIA. They also share
the same +5 VDC power from the on-board voltage regulator.
PIFG
Two cascaded, synchronous 4-bit binary counters
(74161s) divide the starting frequency (obtained,
through a wire jumper, from any one of the five baud
lines on the buss) by a divisor of from 1 to 255 (see
the circuit schematic diagram following this text).
The divisor is loaded into the counters by manually
setting the first eight rocker switches on the DIP
switch package to its 1's complement. The DIP switch
package's tenth switch is used to inhibit the interrupts.
The output of the counters is a symmetrical square
wave. This output is connected to CB1 on the PIA. 'When
this signal at CB1 goes from high to low (transition
synchronization is actually affected by the PIA's ENABLE
input being connected to 02 on the system buss), the
IRQ- line is brought low by the IRQ output of the PIA.
The IRQ line remains low until either the reset button
is pressed on the computer or a software read from the
B data register of the PIA is executed--either case
results in the IRQD line going high.
The IRQ line is connected to IRQB of the PIA with
a jumper. Provisions are made to jump, instead, from
IRQB to the NI control line on the buss, providing
non-maskable interrupts.
6AV I
The LEDs of the AVI are on when there is a one in the
corresponding bit position of the B data register of the
PIA and, likewise, are off when there is a zero in the
corresponding bit position. The anodes of the LEDs are
all connected to the +5 VDC power supply (see the circuit
schematic diagram). Each cathode is connected to, the
output of a TTL inverter (7404) through a resistor that
limits the current passing through the LED. The input
of each inverter is connected to a bit position of the
B data register of the PIA.
The piezo-electric oscillator is activated whenever
a software write into the B data register of the PIA
is executed. The write causes CB2 on the PIA to go low
then return high for one system clock cycle. CB2 is
connected to the trigger of a one-shot (a type 555
integrated circuit in its monostable configuration) so
that when CB2 goes low, the one-shot's output--connected
to the piezo-electric oscillator--goes high and remains
high for a variable -amount of time from a few milliseconds
to about a second. The duration is set by the micro-
potentiometer on the board. The piezo-electric oscillator
has internal solid-state circuitry so that the "one"
from the one-shot's output causes it to oscillate at a
constant 4.8 KHz for the duration of the pulse.
7Testing Rationale
AVI
To test the AVI circuit, I wrote an assembly language
program that initializes the PIA using the assembly
language instructions in the PIFG Functional Description
section, then waits for a character to be entered at the
terminal that is interfaced with the computer system.
The program writes the ASCII code value of that character
into the B data register of the PIA and then loops back
to wait for another character to be entered.
The effect that the micro-potentiometer has on the
piezo-electric oscillator's beep duration can be heard
by turning the micro-potentiometer as.characters are
entered at the terminal's keyboard. Every time a character
is entered, the oscillator should beep.
PIFG
The test program also had code in it to test the
PIFG circuit. Upon each interrupt request, control is
transfered to a small interrupt servicing subroutine
that resets the IRQ line to high by reading from the
B data register of the PIA, then returns from the interrupt
request routine, back to the main program that tests
the AVI circuit.
8While the program is running, the 
IRQ waveform can
be observed on an oscilloscope whose 
vertical input
is connected to the IRQ control line 
on the computer's
buss. By loading the counters with 
different values,
via the DIP switch package, and observing 
the waveform
on the scope, these two frequency 
variables (calculated
theoretical and calculated measured) may 
be correlated.
When the counters are inhibited by 
turning on the inhibit
switch of the DIP switch package, 
no interrupt requests




Running the prescribed test program, 
I would expect
that the LEDs being individually 
either on or off should
collectively express the binary 
representation of each
character's ASCII code value. In 
fact this was the
result. For example, entering 
an "at" sign ( ) caused
this character's ASCII code value 
(010000002) to be
represented by the LEDs--all 
were off except for LED7
(see the parts layout diagram).
When adjusting the micro-potentiometer, 
as prescribed
in the AVI Testing Rationale 
section, the beep should
be so short as to not be discernable 
with it turned
9all the way in one direction. As it is turned in the
other direction, the beep should first appear as a chirp
then should increase in duration until, at the other
end of its adjustment, the beep lasts for a little more
than a second. This function was verified by experiment--
each entered character caused the oscillator to beep
for a variable duration according to the position of
the micro-potentiometer.
PIFG
The two frequency variables described in the PIFG
Testing Rationale section should, ideally, be equal
to one another. By switching the most significant bit
switches of the DIP switch package, the interrupt frequency
required for a particular application (for instance,
20 Hz) can be approximated. Then, by manipulating the
lesser significant bits, the interrupt frequency may
be "fine-tuned." By observing the IRQ waveform on the
scope (see the PIFG Testing Rationale section), the
interrupt frequency may be calculated.
The Computer Science Department's resident engineer,
John Giles, and I measured the baud rates on the system's
buss with an oscilloscope and found them to be slightly
off6 This may have been due to an improper crystal
being used in the system's timing signal generation
10
circuit (I seem to remember JoLhn later replacing these
crystals in several of the S'TPC systems with the proper
frequency prescribed by SWITC). Since the baud rates
on the buss were found not to be exactly what they
say they are (110, 150, 300, 600, 1200), I found that
trusting a calculated divisor without fine-tuning the
frequency is not advisable. The frequency should always
be verified and, if necessary, calibrated. Lastly,
when the inhibit switch on the DIP switch package is on,




Concerning ieiasuring the interrupt frequency with
an oscilloscope: the accuracy and, with my poor technique,
inherent parallax of the scope limit my "tfine-tuning"
ability. An accurate digital frequency counter would
be proferrable with this type of calibration.
AVI
An interesting thing occured when I initialized
the B data direction register with all zeros instead
of all ones (see the initialization program in the PIFG
11
Functional Description section). Apparently, this configured
the B data register as an input register but I was using
it as an output register. This had the effect of inverting
the data at the outputs. In the example sited in the AVI
Testing Result section, entering an @ sign would cause
all of the LEDs to be on except for LED7 instead of the
inverse--right--way.
Another, even stranger, phenomenon occurs only during
extremely humid days. After pressing the reset button
on the computer, the piezo-electric oscillator will
chirp like a cricket continuously, without being explicitly
activated, until the PIA is initialized.
L4
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